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ON TJENIOPTERYX
PUTATA, NEWMAN(PL ECOPTERA),
WITH NOTES ON OTHER SPECIES
OF THE
GENUS.
BY KENNETHJ. MORTON,
F.E.S.
(PLATESIL

&

III.)

IN the Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 58, when describing
Tamiopte1·yx risi, I made some 1·emarks on T. trifasciata, Pict.,
partly based on material from Scotland in my own collection,
and partly on Continental specimens received fo1· examination
from Mr. McLachlan. The species of the genus were, however,
at that time very imperfectly understood, and in the light of
what is now known it is almost certain that what I had then
before me as T . trifasciata did not all belong to the same species.
The material is not now available for re-examination . Quite a
number of species belonging to the genus have since been satisfactorily separated.
At the same time, I am not sure that
unanimity of opinion yet prevails as to what constitutes the
tme T. trifasciata of Pictet.
In the paper above-men tioned, the insects from Scotland
were certainly what I then regarded as typical T. t1·ifasciata.
This determination was, I admit, to a great extent due to the
fact that both McLachlan (' Catalogue of British Neuroptera,'
1870) and Albarda (' Catalogue des Nevropt eres observe es dans
les Pays Bas,' &c., 1889) had referred Newman's N emoiwa putata
(the type of which was from Scotland) to T . trifas ciata, Pict.
Klapalek, on the other hand, has since put forward the view that
the tme T. trifasciata is to be found in an insect which he took
at Vienna, in which the wings of the male are very much more
reduced. I have not seen the female of this Vienna insect, but
the male is a very different thing from the Scottish representative of the trifasciata group. Certainly, on the whole, Klapalek's
insect comes nearer to Pictet's figure than does the Scottish
insect, to which, as far as I am able to judge at present, the
ENTOM.-MARCH,
1911 .
G
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name of putata, Newman, must be applied, if Klapalek's view
proves to be right.
The final solution of the question will
probably rest with the Swiss entomologists, when materials have
been obtained from Geneva.
Newman's description of his "Nemoura putata" appeared in
the 'Entomological Magazine,' vol. v. p. 401 (1838), and his
diagnosis (for a copy of which I am indebted to Mr. Herbert
Campion) is as follows :" Nemo. putata.-Fusca,
nitida ; antenn~ monilijorm es, alis
Jere longiores, et cum pedibus, concolores: al~ fusco-tinct~, brevissim~, metatibias sedentis haud dimidio exporrigent es. (Corp. long.
·3 unc. ; alar. dilat. ·55 unc.)
"Inhabits Scotland. Taken by Mr. Walker at New Lanark:
will form a genus of future authors."
This diagnosis, without material change, is repeated in the
'British Museum Catalogue of Neuropterous Insects,' Part I,
1852, p. 190, but there is nothing there to indicate that the
Museum possessed an example. Nevertheless, the presumption
is strong that Newman's type went to the British Museum.
Professor Lowne, the · Curator of the ·Entomolo gical Club's
Cabinets, informs me that he never had either Newman's British
or foreign Perlidre, although he rememb ers seeing them at
Newman's, and he suggests that they went to the British
Museum.
The late Mr. McLachlan long ago told me that
Newman's foreign Perlidre were in the British Museum, but" he
was never quite satisfied that the British examples were there,
and I suppose the official records throw no light on th e point.
Mr. Herbert Campion very kindly made a search in the
Museum Collection for this type, but without conclusive re sults.
I suppose it is a well-known fact that Stephens's collection of
Neuroptera was at one time arranged by someone who was not
quite an expert in the order, and who seems to have been the
cause of seriously impairing the value of the collection to future
workers. Mr. Campion reports that there are three insects in
the British cabinet over a printed label readin g : " 21 putata
Newm." Two of the insects, he says, have clearly nothing to do
with the present question, but the third is of importance, and
Stephens's own MS. label pinned beside it seems to relate to
that specimen alone. Mr. Campion is satisfied, after comparing
it with one of my males from Clydesdale, that the two belong to
the same species. I am much inclined to think that this specimen is either the actual type, or at least that it may have been
received from the same source-that is, from Henry Walker, of
New Lan ark.
While unfortunat ely it is not possible to get that absolute
proof which a comparison with the known type would have
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afforded, yet Newman's description can hardly refer to anything
else than to my earlier T. trifasciata. The locality, New Lanark,
refers no doubt to the River Clyde, near that place. The banks
of this river, which were my favourite bunting-grounds for
many yea1·s, produces in early spring two species of Tamiopteryx , both of which have short-winged males, but the reference
to the moniliform antennre can apply to my trifasciata alone.
The British species of Tceniopteryx are three in number, viz.
putata, Newman, risi, Morton, and nebulosa, Linn e.
Little needs to be said about the last-named, which is
separable from the others at a glance . Klapalek has placed it
in a separate genus, Nephelopteryx.
If the two genera are
adopted, they may be distinguished thus :Cubitus of the fore wings emitting two to four branches
outwards to the hind margin. Ventral plate (lamina
sitbgenitalis) of the male long
.
.
. Tceniopteryx, Pict.
Cubitus of the fore wings emitting but one branch outwards to the hind margin. Ventral plate of the male
short
Nephelopteryx, Klap.
In British examples of nebulosa the male, as has been

indicated, has frequently very much abbreviated wings, but not
always so ; specimens occasionally appear almost as full-winged
as Continental examples . Mr. Martin E. Mosely recently sent
me one from Dovedale in full-winged condition. It may be that
micropterism is more dominant in the North, but it is probably
not confined to that quarter. When the wings are full in the
male, it of course approaches in appearance to the female. The
shortest-winged males are very remarkable, sprawling creatures,
the legs appearing to be out of all proportion to the size of the
insect. The short-win ged forms seem to have the apical process of the valvula subanalis shorter than is usual in the longwinged condition (see fig. 7), but there is no very striking difference, and there may be a certain amount of individual variation.
The short-winged male of nebulosa may also be separated from
the male of putata by the moniliform antennre of the latter .
The wing-markings in nebulosa are usually very vague, and I
cannot say that I have ever seen a female example with such
distinct fasciate markings in the wings as are shown in Albarda's
figure (' Annales de la Soc. Ent. Belg.' xxxiii. pl. i.). T. nebulosa appears very early, from February to April, according to
locality and season, and it seems to last but a short time.
The two other species, T. risi and T. putata, present no
difficulty in determination. The latt er, as a rule, occurs earlier
than risi, but risi may be found as early as April along with
the others, while it continues to appear in higher districts even
to July.
The differences between the two species may be tabulated
thus:G
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a. Short winged ; in fore wing three sectors, as a rule,
going from cubitus to hind margin; neuration rather
close, and markings in British examples, at least,
usually small and faint. Antennre rather thick, joints
moniliform. Ventral plate not produced at the apex,
the margin of which is excised .
p iitata, Newman.
aa. Full winged ; in fore wing two sectors, as a rule, going
from cubitus to hind margin ; neuration wider ;
fasciate markings usually distinct. Antennre slender,
joints not moniliform. Ventral plate produced, upturned, margins entire
risi , Morton.
(For side view of ventra l plates, see figs., Trans. Ent.
Soc. Lond. 1896, pl. ii.)
FEMALES .

a. Wings with three more or less distinct fascire, and in
addition the apex of the wing is occupied by a welldefined marking which may be connected posteriorly
with the immediately preceding fascia, but which is
frequent ly separated therefrom anterior ly by the space
between the radia l sector and the radius; three or four
sectors going from cubitus to hind margin piitatfl,, Newman.
aa. Wings with three more or less distinct fascire, but the
apex of the wing without any well-defined marking,
although the whole apex beyond the outmost fascia
may become somewhat darkened in very mature examples. Neuration less close; two or three sectors
going from cubitus to hind margin
. risi, Morton.

In the meantime, I cannot attempt to give anything like an
outline of the geographical distribution of these ins ects . Practically the whole material dealt with has been drawn from Scot land , chiefly from Rannoch and Clydesda le. All thr ee abound
in Perthshire at the proper tim e, and I took all of th em in
Lanarkshire on April 9th a nd 10th, 1910. I hav e littl e hesitation in saying that they occur pretty generally throughout Scotland. No doubt they occur in many English localitie s.
For T. risi, Mr. Porritt gives the followin g localiti es : Harden
Clough, near Huddersfield, and Dunford Bridge, both in Southwestern YorkshirB (Porritt) ; and Buckden in Wharfedale, Northwest ern Yorkshire (Carter).
Other locali ti es are Haslemere,
Surrey (July), River Yealm, at Cornwood (May 16th ), both in
McLachlan's collection ; and Mr. Briggs records it as rnre at
Exeter, Bickleigh Vale (Bignell), and not uncommon on East
Lyn River (April, Briggs).
T . n ebiLlosa, accord in g to Briggs, has been taken near Exeter
(Parfitt), and at Exminster (March, Big nell ) ; and Porritt h as
it from Pickering, East Yorkshire (February 1st ).
The only species known from Ireland with certainty is T. 1·isi,
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which is common abou t rapid streams in Co. Wicklow in April
(Halbert).
It may be useful to consider shortly some of the allied Continental forms. With this end in view I have made camera lucida
sketches of the apex of the abdomen from above of several
species . These figures are more or less diagrammatic.
The
figures of the ventral plate serve only to show its outline ; no
attempt has been made to represent fully the structures lying
within the hollow of this plate.
The form of the cerci is
important and useful, but it appears that allowances must be
made occasionally in respect of the position they happen to
occupy in each preparation.
The remarkable, strongly chitinized vesicle, called by Klap alek the supra-anal lobu s (or valvula
supra-analis), is a very strik ing feature, and the point of the
dorsal appendage of this organ afford s good specific characters
[cf. Klapalek, " Geschlechtstheile der Plecopteren " : 'Sitzun gsber. der kais. akad. d. Wiss . in Wien, Mathem.-naturw. Classe,'
Bd . cv. Abth. i. 1896, pp. 35-4 1, Taf. v. (named T. t1·ifasciata,
but refers to braiier·i) ] .
·
Comparing Klapalek's figures of the apex of the appendage
of the supra ..anal lobus of various species of T ceniopteryx
(" Ueber neue und wenig bekannte Arten der Pal aarctischen
Neuropteroiden," p. 11: 'Bulletin internatl. de l'Academie des
Sciences de Boheme,' 1901), T. putata is a little suggestive of
tristis, Klap., but this species is evidently different, having only
two sectors going from the cubitus to the hind margin. It is
very unlikely that pntata will prove to be restricted to Great
Britain. Yet, with one exception, I have never seen anything
like it from the Continent. The exception is represented by a
pair of T cenioptery x from Czarnohora, in the Eastern Carpathians, received from Mr. Josef Dziedzielewicz : ci', March 5,
~, March 15, 1909. These were sent under the name of T. braiieri,
but they do not belong to that species . The male has full
wings, but in its structure it comes near putata. Th e fema le is
in a rather curious condition, the apical marking of the fore
wings being small, and the subapical crescent hardly indicated
at all . It would be interesting to know whether this is an
individual variation or normal for the locality.
The small
apical marking r ecalls braueri, but the facies of the insect is
rather different. If I am right in supposing this insect to be
pntata, then the wing-markings are subject to wide fluctuation,
and the characters drawn from Scottish specimens will not be
universally applicable.*
"' I have since received a second pair from the same source. In the
fema le the markings are more normal; the free sectors of the cubitus in the
fore wing s are respectively two and three . In the male the sectors are two
in both fore wings. This form is certainly close to 1mtata.
In the latter
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The other European species of the restricted genus Tamiopteryx known to me are as follow :T. braueri, Klap.-This species, like putata, has the antennre
distinctly moniliform. The male is, however, full winged. The
female is very similar to putata female, but the apical marking of
the fore wings in braueri is apparently always quite isolat ed.
Klapalek states that monilicornis, Pict., is a condition of this
species, in which the antennre are strongly moniliform and the
wings without any transverse markin gs . Probably braueri will
prove to be a widely distributed species. I have seen it from
Bohemia (March, Klapalek) and Spain ( t, Jan. 23, !? , Feb. 11,
Navas). Petersen records it from Denmark.
T. trifasciata, Pict. (Klapalek). - The male has distinctly
moniliform antennre; female, antennre with cylindrical join ts .
The wings of the male are in a peculiar condition, the fore wing
being only about half as long as the hind wing (cf. ' Die Siisswaseei-fauna Deutsch lands (1909), Plecoptera,' by Klapalek,
pp. 57-8, fig. 88). The male is known to me from a series from
Vienna (March 31, 1899, Klap alek). The female I have not seen ;
Klapalek describes the wings as " mattgrau, die Spitze und
3 fast gerade Querstreifen dunkler."
T. kernpnyi, Klap. -Antennre
setiform, with short joints
(somewhat moniliform in the male) in the proximal fifth. Full
winged in both sexes. In the female especially the bands are
fairly well marked, but perhaps as a rule less conspicuous than
in putata and braiieri. Apical spot quite small and isolated.
Known to me from Switzerland (Dietikon, March 16, Bis), and
Lower Austria (Gutenstein, March and April, Kempny).
T. seticornis, Klap.-Antennre as in risi , slender, with cylindrical joints longer than broad. Full winged in both sexes, the
membrane being less grey-looking than in the other species;
neuration dal'k and distinct. Transvel'se mal'kings sma ll but
very distinct; apical marking absent or just indic ated by a
darkening of the tip. The anal veins in the hind wing sometimes margined with gl'ey, giving these wings a pl'etty l'adiate
appearance. It is recorded by Klapalek from the Bi:ihmel'wald,
Riesengebirge, Erzgebirge, and Harz (June and Jul y), and I
have received a male from the Eastern Pyrenees (Vernet-lesBains, Apl'il 24-May 9, 1!::109,
Dr. Chapman).
the apex of the dorsal appendage of the supra-anal lobus, seen from side , project s strongly cepb alad; this pr ojection is hardly indicated in the Carpathian

male (fig. A, piitata;
the head).

n, male from Carpathians ; o indicates the direction of
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It should be added that T. nebulosa and T. risi appear to be
widely distributed in Continental Europe.
In connection with this paper I have to express my thanks
to my ever-obligin g friend, Dr. Fr. Bis, of Rheinau, who in the
midst of much more important work kindly took the trouble to
make preparations of a series of wings, and to photo grap h
them. To Briti sh entomologists wishing to identify any specimens of T amiopteryx they may meet with, these wing-photographs cannot fail to prove most useful aids.
EXPLANATION

OF PL ATES.
II.
l.-'l'am io1,te1·yx trifasciata . Pict. (Klap.) , from Vienna.
2.-T. braiieri, Klap ., from Karlin, Prague, Bohemia .
3.-T. putata, Newman, from Scot land .
4.-T. kempny i , Klap., from Dietikon, Switzerland.
5.-T . 1·isi, Morton, from Scot land .
In each case, apex of abdomen of cf' from above .
*a. Apex of dor sal appendage of supra- ana l lobus, from
ahove, more enlarged. 5 b. One of the cerci of T. risi,
from above (mor e en larged), from another specimen.
6.-T. nebulosa, Linn., from Scotland; apex of abdomen of male
from above .
7.-T. nebiilosa, from Low er Austria; apical proc ess of valvula
su b-a na li s (?).
PLA'l 'E

Fig.
,,
,,
,,

,,

,,

,,

PLAT E III.
Fore wings of Mal e. - Fig. 1. T. nebidosa (mic ropt erous form) (nat.
length, 4·8 mm.). 2. T. ri si (na t. length , 10·7 mm. •. 3. T. piitata (nat.
length, 6·7 mm .).
For e wings of Femal e.-Fi g. l. T. nebulosa (nat. lengt h, 12·1 m m. ).
2. T . ri si (na.t. len gth , 11·4 mm.). 3. T. piitata (nat . length, 13·1 mm.) .

*

"a " accidentally dropped from smaller fig. 5.

ON THE ECONOMY
MONOBLASTUS
BY

RUPERT

OF THE ICHNEUMONID
PALUSTRIS,
lLLGR.
STENTON,

F.E.S.

ON June 10th of last year a female was brought to me
of the above Tryphonid, which had been observed by it s captor
to oviposit in a larva of Emphytits cinctus, L. On a supply of
these saw.fly larv re being obtained-an easy matt er, as the y are a
serious pe st in this H erne Hill district to tho se possessing valued
varieties of roses-and one of them being introduced to the
ichneumon, parasitization almost instantl y followed. This was
effected close behind the head, the operation occupying a few
seconds , th e larva not makin g the slightest outward show of
obj ection, thou gh this was certainly exception al I afterwards
found, because a considerable number of larvre were parasitized
by this and another female of the same species during the next
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ten days, and they did make what resistance they were capable
of, by throwing themselves violently to and fro from side to side
durin g the process of investigation by the ichneumons' ant enme
and subsequen t parasitization, and would often fall to the ground
with the parasite attached, but it was all wholly ineffectual.
On an average a.bout four larv re were parasitized a day, but
very likely more would have been had they been supplied, and
no doubt it falls short of the number had th e insects been at
lar ge.
From one cause or another I lost all my Emphytus larvre in
which ova had been deposited except one, parasitized on the rlay
of the first ichneumon's captur e. For some time prior to Jul y
27th this larva had been lying quiescent as though dead,
which no doubt it was, as on that day the parasitic larva
emerged from it, leavin g only th e shrivelled skin, showing th at
it had occupied the whole of it. Ordinarily, no doubt, the
sawfly larv a would have entered a stem of some sort, containin g
pith, as is their habit, with the intention of pupating, but
nothin g of this nature was provided.
The M. paliistris lar va was cylindrical, the head and first
segmen t and the two apical segments quite white, the intervening space being green from the interior part s of the creature
showing throu gh the skin. There was a very dark green line,
border ed by white granules along the dorsal area, throughout the
length of the gre en part, the latera l lines, ventro-lateral lines
showing only in the segmental divisions, and a dar k ventr al
line. I counted fourteen segments, includin g the cephalic one.
There was a very slightly discret ed border, not very evident .
The mouth parts were discreted with fuscous and the antenna!
tubercles, large, concolorous, and not protruding beyond th e
level of the head.
Th e animal had begun to spin some strands of silk, evidently
the commencement of its cocoon, presuming this to be a cocoonspinn ing species, which it ha d every indication of being. But
I removed it to figure the facial characters, and ha ve found
that to do this with larvre of other species disorgan izes them to
th e extent of incapacity to ever finish the cocoon, as was th e
case with this one, but it did not result in its ultimate demise as
I expected.
It was now placed in a gl!lss tube, where it spun some silk
at each end.
On August 1st signs of pupation began to show, a red spot
appearing on each side under the skin of the second bodysegment, the eyes of the imago forming, the next three segmen ts
showing the contraction for the thorax, now turned to yellowish,
the r est white and taking on more of the future ima ginal abdominal outline, the extreme apex being buried in a thick black
fluid, the larval excreta.
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By the morning of the next day there was some more development in outline towards pupation, which then took place. In
the evening it had got clear of the black fluid.
Beyond a darkening of the eyes and ocelli there was no
visible change until August 10th, when there was a slight
clouding of the cheeks and whole thorax, of which the mesothorax and mesosternum were nearly black, as were two marks
down the metanotum, and the mandibles red at the tips.
On the evening of August 11th the head, thorax, and coxra
were quite black, a black patch on the dorsal area of the two first
abdominal segments, next two clear except two dots on each

l. lllonoblastu s 11alustris, Illgr.,

rJ'. 2. Fac e.

ventrally, the rest clouded and marked with black only on the
ventral surface (not clouded), with the legs commencin g to show
colour.
The next morning, August 12th, I found that durin g th e
night there had been a considerable darkening of colour all
round, the dorsal surface of the third and fourth abdomin al
segments now being orange, legs more red, antennra clouding,
and mandibles darker.
The following evening, August 13th, there was an exudation
of moisture and the pupa l skin cast, except from th e extreme
anal end . By the evening of August 14th tbis was discarded
altogether, and some whitish pellets of exuvira exserted, and in
the morning, August 15th, the imago, a male, was running
round the tube ready to emerge.
Though the economy of this species, as far as investigated,
does not present any phenomena of more than usual interest, it
is rarely that any glimps e of what tak es place during the ear ly
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stages of an internal, presumably, cocoon-spinning parasite is
afforded, and Mr. Claude Morley, who kindly determined my
insects, has pointed out that as a British species M. paliistris
has up to now only been represented by a single known female
in the British Museum, captured by the late Rev. T. A. Marshall
at Bugbrooke, Northants.
It would probably be found not uncommonly in the gardens
of Herne Hill and district, about the rose trees infested with the
host, as five females were taken in addition to the male that was
bred, and one female in August, 1909.
I might mention that on July 28th imagines of Emphyt us
cinctus of the second brood began to fly, so that by the time
the parasites of the other sex-which would most probably appear
in the open about the same time as the bred male emerged-w ere
ready for oviposition there would be, no doubt, a stock of larvre
in readiness.
A SYNONYMIC LIST OF THE PANORPID~ OF JAPAN,
WITH CORRECTIONS TO MY FORMER PAPER, *
AND DESCRIPTION
OF A NEW SPECIES.
BY T. MIYAKE.
JAPANis very rich in scorpion flies. Until now, more than
forty species have been describ ed. Navas' papers and mine are
perhaps the latest on the subject, and they were issued almost
at the same time. Each of us has published twice, and each
time mine appeare d two or thr ee months lat er than his. I h ave
no intention of protesting against law of priority as applied to
zoological nomenclature, and there is not the least question that
Navas' names should be adopted; but I must say that both of
my papers were respectively ready for print over one year before
they were issued, though their publication was delayed by circumstances which it is not necessary to detail here.
This
explains why the same species were described by me under
names which are now to be relegated to the list of synonyms.
The brachypennis of my first paper is a synonym of his nipponensis, as I mentioned in my second paper, and Mr. Navas in his.
Again , in the last pap er of Mr. Navas, some species are described
which appear to stand very close to some of th e species of my
second paper, as, e. g., Panorpa n<Evia, Navas, to Panorpodes
apica lis, Miyake, and Panorpa liinbata, Navas, to Panorpodes
singii laris, Miyake. Of thes e, the last-m ention ed species, though
very closely allied, still appear to me distinct, unl ess furth er
facts be brought to light, as there are a number of species of our
Panorpidre which are recognized as distinct just by such degrees
'•' " A Further Contribution towards the Knowledge of the Panorpidre of
Japan,"' Journ. Coll. Agr. Imp. Univ. Tokyo,' vol. ii. No. 3 (1910).
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of difference as are found in the above two species . N(Bvia, N.,
and apicalis, M., appear to me to be identical, and apicalis must
be looked upon as a synonym of n(Bvia. If this be the case, then
it is very strange that the two species of Navas were put in the
genus Panorpa. They belong undoubtedly to the genus Panor podes, as may easi ly be seen from such characters as short
rostrnm, simple claws, and many others, and it is still more
strange to me that Mr . Navas describes a new species of Panorpodes in the same paper.
I must here correct some errors in my last paper.
My
identifications of Panorpa lewisi , M'Lach., and P. bicornuata,
M'Lach., were erroneous, and I now consid ·er my chuzenjiensis
as id entica l with the former, and magnicauda with the latt er, so
that these names should respectively be relegated to the list of
synonyms . Again, in the key to the species, cornigera was
placed by mistake in the A ulops group of Enderlein, and of
course should have been placed in the Panorpa . group of the
same author.
Navas has made some remarks on BittactlS sin ense of Matsumura and mine, and says, "11 y a lieu a douter si on a pris
plusieurs especes pour une seule." It may be so or may not be
so, but at any rate I am making some investigations which
I hope will sett le the question.
In the meanwhile, Navas'
opinion is followed in this list.
Anyhow, the species of our
Panorpidre already known need further examination as to their
specific names.
The following list has been drawn up for preliminary purposes, and will probably need furth er correction.
In the meantime, my own study is being continued:PANORPA,Linn.
1. Panorpa cornigera, M'Lach., Bull. Soc. Ent. Suiss., 1887, p. 404.

2. P. co1n1nunis,L., Matsumura, 'Senchuzukai' (' Thousand Insects
of Japan'), vol. i., p. 164, pl. xi., fig. 6 (1904).
3. P. gok(Bnsis, Miyake, Journ. Coll. Agr. Imp. Univ . Tokyo, vol. ii.,
No. 3, p. 193, pl. xi., fig. 3 (1910).
4. P. gallaisi, n. spec. (described p. 93).
AuLOPs, Enderl .
5. Aiilops japon ica, Thunb., Nov. Ins. Sp. Dissert., iii., p. 67, fig. 9
(1784); Westwood, Trans. Ent. Soc. Land., vol. iv., p. 188
(1845); M'Lach., op. cit., 1878, p. 183.
6. A. leiwoptera, Uhl., Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1858, p. 31; Trans.
Ent. Soc. Land ., 1878, p. 186.
7. A. ? sp., Hagen, Stett. ent. Zeit., 1867, p. 90; Panorpa hageni,
Navas, Rev. Russ. Ent., 1909, p. 4.
8. A. macrogaster, M'Lach., Trans . Ent. Soc. Land., 1878, p. 184.
9. A. khi,gi, M'Lach., l. c., p. 185.
10. A. pryeri, M'Lach., l. c., p. 186; Panorpa bouvieri, Navas, Mem.
R. Acad. Ci. Bar., vol. vi., No. 25, p. 20 (1908).
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11. A. wormalili, M'Lach ., l. c., p. 186; Miyake, Journ. Coll. Agr.
Imp. Univ. Tokyo, vol. ii., No. 3, p . 202 (1910).
12. A . lewisi, M'Lach., Bull . Soc. Ent. Suiss ., 1887, p. 402; Pa1wrpa
chuzenjiensis , Miyake, Journ. Coll. Agr. Imp. Tokyo, vol. ii.,
No. 3, p. 201 (1910).
13. A. bicornuata, M'Lach., Bull. Soc. Ent. Suiss., 1887, p. 403;
Panorpa magnicaitda, Miyake, Journ. Coll. Agr. Imp. Univ.
Tokyo, vol. ii., No. 3, p. 192, pl. xi., fig. 6 (1910).
14. A. nipponensis, Navas, Mem . R. Acaa . Ci. Bar . vol. vi., No. 25,
p. 20 (1908) ; Pa1wrpa brachypennis, Miyake, Bull. Coll. Agr.
Imp. Univ. Tokyo, p. 9, pl. i., fig. 6 (1908).
15. A. droitarti, Navas, Mem. R. Acaa. Ci. Bar., vol. vi., No. 25,
p. 21 (1908).
16. A . dyscola, Navas, l. c., p. 22.
17. A. ochracea, Miyake, Bull . Coll. Agr. Imp. Univ. Tokyo, p. 3,
pl. i. fig. 9 (1908).
18. A. sinanamsis , Miyake, l. c., p. 4, fig. 7.
19. A. rectifasciata, Miyake, t. c., p. 5, fig. 10.
20. A. striata , Miyake, l. c., p. 6, fig. 1.
21. A . niphonensis , Miyake, l. c., p. 7, fig. 3.
22. A . pitlchra, Miyake, l. c., p. 8, fig. 4.
23. A . trizonata, Miyake, l. c., p . 9, fig. 11.
24. A . takenoiwhii, Miyake, l. c., p. 10, fig. 5.
25. A. nikkmnsis, Miyake, l. c., p. 11, fig. 2.
26. A . ochraceopennis, Miyake, Journ. Coll. Agr. Imp . Univ . Tokyo,
vol. ii., No. 3, p. 190, pl. xi., fig. 1 (1910).
27. A . obscitra, Miyake, l. c., p. 195, fig. 2.
28. A . mitltifasciaria, Miyake, l. c., p. 196, fig. 5.
29. A. irregularis, Miyake, l. c., p . 198, fig. 7.
LEPTOPANORPA,
M'Lach.
30. Leptopanorpa ritsemce, M'Lach., Trans. Ent. Soc. Lona ., 1875,
p. 187.
31. L. sieboldi, M'Lach ., l. c., p. 188.
P ANORPODES,
M'Lach.
32. Panorpoclesparadoxa, M'Lach., l. c., p. 189.
33. P. clecorata, M'Lach., Bull. Soc. Ent. Suiss., 1887, p. 405.
34. P. ncevia, Navas, Rev. Russ. Ent., 1909, p. 1; Panorpodes apicalis, Miyake, Journ. Coll. Agr. Imp. Univ. Tokyo, vol. ii.,
No. 3, p. 203, pl. xi., fig. 4 (1910).
35. P. limbata, Navas, Rev . Russ. Ent., No. 3, p. 2 (1909).
36. P. notata, Navas, l. c.
37. P. singitlaris, Miyake, Journ. Coll. Agr. Imp. Univ. Tokyo, vol. ii.,
No. 3, p. 204, pl. xi., fig. 7 (1910).

BITTACUS,Latr.
38. Bittacits sinense, Walk., List Neur. In s. Lona. , 1853, p. 469;
M'Lach., Bull. Soc. Ent. Suiss., 1887, p. 406; Matsumma,
'Senchuzukai,' vol. i., p. 165, pl. xi., fig. 5 (1904).
39. B. nipponiws , Navas, Rev . Russ. Ent., No. 3, p. 3 (1909).
40. B. lcevipes, Navas, l. c., p. 4 (1909).
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Panorpa galloisi, n. sp. (F'utaten-shiriagemushi.)
Subcosta of the fore wing extended to the pterostigma, as in
P. commimis and P. cornigera. Body blackish piceou s; rostrum
blackish piceous (slightly shorter than that of our other Panorpids),
with the palpi piceous; legs testaceous.
Wings rather broad
(broadest at the pterostigmatal region), whitish with the fuscous
veins, with the apex acute ly ellipt ical ; the only conspicuou s markings (fuscous in colour) are of somewhat quadrate form in the fore

Aulops galloisi, n. sp., male.-a,

Appendices; b, Apex of abdomen.

wing and of a triangular shape in the hind wing and are situated at
the pterostigma, which is somewhat opaque, occupying its middle
one-third; three very insignificant spots found in the fore wing
placed obliquely from the pterostigma to the hind margin, the first
situated at the midd le of the wing and the last at the hind margin.
In the specimen (male) the posterior margin of the third abdomina l segment is, so far as I can observe, formed like the other
segments, and not produced into a medi an lobe, as in most of our
Panorpids.
Th e fifth and sixth segments stout an cl obconical, the
latter is very conspicuous, and bears a short but prominent sp ine at
the midd le of the posterior margin; seventh slender, lon ger, and
cylindrical; eighth much more slender and cylindrical and almost
equa l in length to the former; ninth (cheliferous segment) stout and
rounded (not elongated, as in P. japonica and other s), the chelre
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shorter than the segment; appendages long and almost parallel, except towards the end, where they slightly approach each other.
Length of body, 11 mm.; expanse of wing, 15 mm.
A male specimen captured at Chuzenji, Nikko, July 27th,
1910, by Mr. Gallois Edme, of the French Embassy.
As this species is new to science, I take great pleasure in
naming it after my friend, an enthusiastic collector of Coleoptera, and captor of this specimen, who was so kind as to put
the specimen at my disposa l to be studied and described.
To a certain degree P. galloisi is allied to such Europea n
species as P. germanica , annexa, and oth er s. Of the Japanese
forms, however, only cornigera and gokamsis are somewhat
allied to the species ; but many points, and, above all, the
structure of the sixth abdominal segment distinguish it well from
th e other species.
Zool. Inst. Agr. Coll. Imp. University,
Tokyo, Japan: Oct. 1910.

THE

DURATION OF THE
OF THE

LARVAL STAGE IN SOME
SESIID.lE.

BY LT.-COLONELC. G. NURSE,F.E.S.
CoNSIDERING
the mode of life of the larv re of this family, it
is scarcely surpr isin g that our information regardin g the duration of the larval stage is scanty and insufficient.
It is
impossible to watch the progress from the egg to the ima go, as
may be done with the greate r numb er of Lepidopt era , where the
actua l number of days between the different ecdyses can frequently be calculated. Th e following notes are, ther efore, offered
with a view to invitin g other entomologists to place on record
their experience 1'8garding the life-history of such species of
this family as they are able to study .
The prevailing view appears to be, to quote South's 'Moths
of the British Isles,' that "the majority, possibly all, are nearly
two yea rs in arriving at full growt h." I have personally been
able to study, very inad equate ly, four species, viz. Trochilium
apiforme and crabronifonne, and Sesia vespiformis (asiliformis)
and culiciformis .
Of T. apiforme Barrett says, " full fed in April, after feeding
probably nearly two years." This is not quite accurate, as the
larva ceases feeding and spin s it s cocoon in September or
October, though it does not change to a pupa until the following
April, as noted by Greene in 'The Insect Hunter's Companion.'
Of the total duration of the la1·val stage I cannot speak with
certainty, but I think it reasonable to suppo se that the life-cycle
extends at least two years, and I should not be at all surprised
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if it proved to be three years. The few specimens I have bred
have all emerged in July, though Barrett gives the latter part of
May and June as its period on the wing.
As regards T. crabroniforme; here again I cannot speak with
certainty, but I have found. the larva still feeding in June, and
think it probable that the generally accepte,d opinion that it feeds
nearly two years is correct.
My experience as regards S. vespiformis is very much more
extensive, and I feel that I can state positively that this species,
at any rate normally, completes its life-cycle in one year. As is
well known, ·the larvre are to be found und er the bark of the
stumps of felled oak-trees. 'rhese trees are invariably felled in
the winter; the following summer the females of S. vespifo1·mis
frequent these stumps, especially those that produce a few
shoots, though I have never been able to ascertain exactly where
the egg is laid. Larvre are to be obtained throughout the
following winter and spring. To make this quite clear, I may
say that the stumps of oaks felled in 1907-8 will, if the insect
occurs in the neighbourhood, probably contain larvre in ~he
winter of 1908-9, and only in rar e instances, when the stump is
still alive, will a few larv re be found in the winter of 1909-10.
The larvre seem of all sizes in April and May; indeed, I have
found larvre, pupre, and imagines on the same day in June.
When I first began to study this species, I thought that the
smaller lar vre would probably only reach the imago stage in the
following year . But the emergence of the imago extends over
a long p eriod, vi.z. from the end .of May to the end of Augu st.
If a stump be searched, however, in the middle or end of July,
no larvre are to be found, only empty and a few full cocoons. I
think, therefore, that I am justified in concluding that the life of
this species, from ovum to imago, extends for only one year, and
that when, in rare instances, larvre are found in the winter of
1909-10, in the stump of an oak felled in 1907-8, they are the
progeny of imagines that emerged in 1909. It is possible that,
as with other species of Lepidopt era, a few pupre, or even larvre,
may " lie over " till another year, but I am convinced that the
normal period during which the larva feeds is just und er one
year . I may state that during the past five years I have taken
over two hundred larvre and pupre of this species, and have
purposely searched for them at different times, with a view to
ascertaining the duration of the larval stage.
I have not had as extensive opportunities of investigation
regarding S. wliciformis as with S. vespiformis. But the former
species is to be found in the larval stage in the live stumps of
birch the second spring after it has been cut, and not, so far as
my experience goes, in the third spring; so I conclude that this
species has also a one-year cycle.
Timworth Hall, Bury St. Edmunds : Feb. 12th, 1911.
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CONTINENTAL NE UROPTERA, &c., TAKEN BY
T. A. CHAPMAN IN 1909 AND 1910.

DR.

BY W. J. LucA.s, B.A., F.E.S .
FROM time to time Dr. Chapman has been good enough to
hand over to me a few neuropterous and other insects which he
bas obtained on hi s Continental trips. A list of those taken in
1909 and 1910 is here given. Species that are not British are
marked with an asterisk.
Mr. K. J. Morton has been good
enough to assist me in namin g them, and tho se insects in which
h e is more immediately interested are now in his cabinet.
AMELIE-LES-BAINS,

APRIL
APRIL

6TH - 2lsT,

24TH

1909,

TO MAY 9TH,

AND V ERNET-LES -BAINS,
1909 .

Plecoptera.
,:,Tce,niopteryx seticornis . Vernet.
Nemoitra of the group of marginata apparently; one each from
Amelie and Vernet respectively; both, unfortun ate ly, were
females.
N europtera.
Hemerobiits sitbnebitlosits. Amelie.
Ohrysopa aspersa. Vernet.
*Panorpa meridionalis . Vernet .
Trichoptera.
Hydropsyche p elliwidu la. Amelie and Ba gnial-sur-Mer.
Philopotamus montanus . Amelie and Vern et.
*Rhyacophila persimilis. Amelie.
*R hyacophila tristis. Vern et.
Sou TH OF FRANCE

AT VAL D'H ERENS, &c.

JuLY

AND AuousT,

1909.

Plecoptera.
Val d'Heren s: Jul y 10th-30th .
,:,Dictyopteryx alpina.
,:,Dictyopteryx intrica ta.
,:,Tce,niopteryx neglecta.
,:,Nemoitra sini tata , and prob ably anoth er species of the same
genus , but all are females.
L eiwtra inermis.
Ephemeroptera.
*Ecdyitrits helveticits . One male, one female, Val d'Hereus : Jul y
10th-3 0th .
Neuroptera . Val d'Her ens: July 10th -3 0th.
'·'Raphidia flavipes . Four females.
Micromus paganits . One.
,:,Megalomits tortricoides . Seven.
Ohrysopa perla . Thr ee.
Panorpa gerrnanica. Three males .
,:,Panorpa al,pina. One female.
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Trichoptera.
*Drns its discolor
}
''Dritsits clvrysotits
*Drusits alpinits
Val d'Herens: July 10th-3 0th .
,:,nritsits mitelleri
,:,D ritsits melanchcetes
"'Cryptothrix nebitlicola. Trelechant, Col de Montets: August 6th .
,:,Potamorites bigitttatits. Val d'Herens: July 10th - 30th.
,:,s ericostoma pedemontanmn. One from Trelechant: August 6th.
Four from Val d'Heren s : July 10th - 30th.
Pl ectrocnemia conspersa. One from Trelechant : August 6th.
One from Val d'Herens: July 10th - 30th.
,:,Rhyacophila vulgaris. Val d'Herens : July 10th- 30th.

HYEREs, ST. MAXIME,BINN,ANDHosPENTHAL,APRILTo JuLY, 1910.
Plecoptera.
Nemoitra mortoni. Three females, Hospenthal: July 12th-31st.
Odonata.
Brachytron pr atense. One female, Hyeres: April 5th-20th.
Pyrrhosoma nymphitla . One male, one female, St. Maxime: April
29th - May 11th.
N europtera.
Sia lis littaria. Two, Ho spentha l: July 12th-31st.
Raphiclia notata . One male, Binn: June 20th-30th.
Chrysopa vulgaris . One, St. Maxime : April 29th-May 11th .
Trichoptera.
,:,Acrophylax zerberits. A female, Binn: June 20th-30th.
*D rnsus alpinits. Three females, Binn: June 20th-30th.
,:,n rusus nigrescens. A male and a ·female, Binn: June 20th - 30th.
A male, Hospenthal: July 12th-31st.
*Dru sits melanchcetes. Two males and two females, Hospenthal:
July 12th-31st.
,..Lith ax niger. Seven, one of small size, Hospenthal: July 12th31st (six of them marked "Gotthard").
*Pot amorites bigitttatits. Two males, Ho spentha l: July 12th- 31st.
*Rhyacophila vitlgaris. A male, Binn: June 20th-30th. [There
was also a *Sericostorn,a female (probably galeatitm) from
Le Canade l.]
Kingston-on-Thames:

ABERRATION

OF

February, 1911.

ACRONYCTA

RUMICIS

ANDA. ALNI.

BY RrnHA.RDSouTH.
HERR M. GILLMER(Ent. Rec. xix. p. 91) describes an aberration of Acronycta ritmicis as follows :-" It has the basal and
mar ginal areas of the fore wings black, the middle area scarcely
darker brownish-grey than in typical specimens; the outer, light,
transverse lines obsolete (or suppressed), only the white mark
ENTOM
,-MAR0H , 1911.
H
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in cell 1 b (anal cell) remains ; otherwise the inse ct is typical
ab . suhrianna, n. ab. This form is int erme diat e between the
brownish-grey type and the quite black form of ab. salicis, Curtis.
The specimen is a female, and caught in the Palatinate."
In ' Societa s Entomologica,' xxiv. p. 59 (1909), H err Gillmer
figures ab. suhrianna , and quotes the original description, with a
translation thereof in German. In a footnote it is pointed out
that the outer transv ers e line is not so conspicu ous as it appears
to be in the figure.
A year or two ago Mr. T. Baxter, of St. Anne's-on-Sea,
L ancashir e, was good enough to send me a photograph (here re·

=

2

AoRONYO TA RUMIC I S.-

1,

abenation;

2, normal.

produc ed) of an aberrant specimen of A. rnmicis that he had
found on the golf-links in hi s nei ghbourhood on July 4th, 1905.
This interesting example seems to be referable to ab. siih1·i·
anna as describ ed above. The only apparent difference is that,
whereas the basal area in suhrianna is stat ed to be black, this
area in the Lanca shire specimen is trav ersed by a broad black
band which occupies only th e outer two-thirds, th e basal third
of the area being pr etty much as in normal specimens. In the
figure of stthrianna the basal area does not show wholly black
ri ght up to the thorax.
In his note, "Captures at Sugai· in Yorkshire" (Entom. xliii.
p. 228), Mr. Bunce refers to one of the three specimens of
Acronycta alni as "strongly inclined to mel an ism. " I lat ely
had an opportunity of seeing this specimen, and found it to be
an unusual (British) aberration of A. alni, closely app roachin g
ab. steinerti, Caspari. It may be briefly described as follows :H ead and thora x blackish, the former n arro wly edged with
greyish, the latter with a few greyish hair s. Fore wings browni sh
grey, suffused with smoky; black markin gs as in the type, but
the an temedial black line is rather broader; postm edial and
subma rginal lin es a paler shade of the ground colour, the former
narrowly edged externally with black ; orbicular stigma of the
ground colour with black centre and outline ; r eniform black
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with faint outline of ground colour, mixed, in upper portions,
with black.
According to Staudinger (Cat. Lep. 1901, vol. i. p. 132,
No. 1082), figures of steinert i , Caspari, described in 1898
(' Societas Entomologica,' xiii. p. 3), are given-Jahrb.
Nass.
Iii. pl. 4, figs. 8, 9; 'Ir is,' xi. pl. 2, fig. 5; as carola, Phillips,
Jahrb. Nass. Iii. pl. 4, figs. 5-7; and as alni var. by Barrett,
Brit. Lep. iii. pl. 121, figs. 1 a, 1 b. The last two seem to be
modifications of steine1·ti, as also is the specimen secured by
Mr. Bunce. The latter, however, appears more heavily suffused
than either of the others.
HYBERNATION OF PYRAMEIS
(VANESSA)
IN CAPTIVITY.
BY

L.

ATALANTA

w. NEWMAN.

IN the autumn of 1909 I saved seven specimens of Pyram eis
(Van essa) atalanta to see if it were possible to hybernate them
in England under unnatural conditions.
I have many times tried them out of doors, also in a cold
greenhouse, but in both cases failed, the specimens dying off
early in the winter.
I prepared a sma ll cardboard box about nine inches by six
inches by six inches deep, cut out the lid, leaving only the frame
of cardboard, stretched open mosquito netting over the box, and
held this down with the cardboard frame.
The butterflies were placed in this, the box stood by a
window facing east, and at night removed to a warmer quarter
of the room ; there was al ways a fire in the room, and also a
large boiler which was warm all night, so that the specimens
never had a lower temperature than, say, 35 degrees, even on the
coldest nigh ts. After two or three days they became very
restless, and evident ly required food. A good-sized pad of
absorbent cotton-wool was well soaked in water, sprink led with
cane-sugar, and placed in the centre of the box on top of
the mosquito netting; very soon the butterflies had found the
sweets and were busy feeding. They walked about in the box,
continuously opening their wings when the sun was shining, and
about midday retired to the darkest corner of the box.
Throughout the whole winter they fed regularl y every few
days, and on no day when there was any sun did they remain
quiet, no matter how cold the weather was out of doors.
The first casualty happened in December, when a male
specimen became quite paralyzed; he seemed to have indulged
too freely in food, for his body became very distended, and he lay
for many hours at the bottom of the box with legs twitching
and wings quivering before he died.
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In January the specimens became very tame, and it was my
habit to let them fly about in my room on sunny · mornings;
they would ~ettle on the curtains with wings expanded and sun
themselves; they would also feed from my hand, and enjoyed a
piece of apple with sugar sprinkled on it, or a banana; they
seemed to like the extra space, and the exerci se I thought would
keep them strong, as they took so much food.
In February I lost a second specimen, which flew into the fire;
this left me with only five. All went well, and no mor e met with
unhappy endings during that month.
Early in March I placed them out of doors in the daytime,
confined in a roomy cage under a glass-roofed hous e with open
sides, and gave them a pot of growing nettle. No sign of pairing
was noted, but in early May a fair quantity of ova had been
deposited; these, however, proved infertile, and on examining
the specimens I found all were females, the only two males havin g
been the victims of the winter ; this greatly disappointed me.
The last specimen lived till the end of May.
I think these observations clear up a point which has long
been in doubt, and prove that atalanta is not a true hybernator,
as it 1·equires food all the winter, consequently this species very
seldom, if ever, passes the winter as imagines in England ; we
are, therefore, entirely dependent on immigration every year for
this beautiful though common butterfly.
·
1910 was a very bad atala!l-ta year. Personally, I saw only
two specimens on the wing and found but one larva, and heard
of very few larvre or imagines having been seen in England
during the year .
I had six pupre sent to me from Devonshire ; these I bred
out, and have the imagines alive. Mr. T. Reuss has sent me
eight living specimens, two of which met with an accident a few
days after arrival, so this winter I have twelve specimens, and
with these few I hope to be able to clear up a further point next
spring, and that is, to find out whether the species pair in early
spring. I have noticed no sign of autumnal pairing.
Bexley, Kent.

THE

HUMBLE-BEES

BY T. D. A.

OF

FORMOSA.

CocrrERELL.

HAVINGreceived from the British and Berlin Museums a
large series of Formosan Bombi, I have thought it opportune to
present an account of the species of that island, all of which
appear to be endemic.
Bombus wilemani, n. sp.
Worker; length 15 mm.; black, the pubescence black, rust-red
on abdominal segments 3 to 6, above and below; the small joints of
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the tarsi also have reddish hair, and it is ferruginous on the inner
sides of the middle and hind basitarsi, except the base of the former ;
head elongate, malar space longer than broad; eyes dark greenish ;
nodules of labrum low; fourth antenna l joint very short, broader
than long, not quite half length of third; ocelli small; tegulre dark
brown; wings pale reddish, the apical margin not conspicuously
darker; nervures relatively slender, ferruginous; second and third
abdominal segments with a few pale hairs in the middle.
Female; length 21 mm., width of abdomen 8; otherwise similar
to the worker.
Hab. Formosa (A. E . Wileman). British Museum. This
species is closely related, both in structure and colour, to
B . pomorU1n of Europe. It is also related to the Formosan
B. bicoloratus, but is smaller, with much more delicate venation.
The similar-looking Japan ese B. andrer.e, Friese, is related to
B. pratorum, and th erefore structurally distinct from B. wil emani.
I have taken the worker, B. wilemani, as the type, since the
female is in bad condition. Both specimens bear a writt en
label, "Arizan, ix. 11, 1906, 7500 feet," and a printed one,
"Tainan, Anping, S. Formosa."
Bombus bicoloratus, Smith, 1879.
From the Berlin Museum I have two females, four hermaphrodites, collected by Saute1· in Formosa. Two of the workers
are labelled "Kans];iirei, 8. 6. 08."
Bombus bicolvratits var.fulvolateralis, n. var .
Worker; meospleura with the hair pale brown instead of
black. Three collected by Sauter in Formosa; two are from
"Kanshirei, 8. 6. 08." Berlin Museum .
Bombus latissinms, Friese, 1910.
This very fine species has only lately been described. A female
from the British Museum was collected by Wileman at the same
place as the types of B. wilemani, but on September 27th. From
the Berlin Museum come one female and eleven workers collected by Sauter. One of the workers has red hair on each side
of the first abdominal segment posteriorly. Only one Sauterian
specimen has the exact locality specified; a worker from Chip
Chip, S. Formosa, February, 1909. At first sight it might seem
that latissimus was only a variety of B. bicoloratus, but it
is certainly a distinct species, differing in its broader abdomen,
the abundant red hair of legs, the apical dark band of anterior
wings with its inner margin fairly straigh t (in bicoloratus it is
conspicuously undulated or lobed), and in having the fourth
antenna! joint much longer than broad (in bicoloratus the fourth
joint is short, hardly or not longer than broad).
A female of the Japane se M egachile doederleinii, Friese, was
taken by Mr. Wileman in Formosa, and bears the label,
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"Kozensho, Ko-tan-kgan, 6000 ft., ix. 7, 1096." It is about
21 mm. long-distinc tly smaller than a Japanese example in my
collection. I suspect that this species has been introduced into
Formosa, as it is wholly absent from the large collection mad e
by Sauter. There is in the Sauter collection a rehtted species
with much shorter mandibles.
CHESHIRE

AND SOUTH
BY

w. J .

LUCAS,

LANCASHIRE

ODONATA.

B.A., F.E.S .

RECEN'l'LYI hav e seen a collection of drag onflies from
Warrington, some belonging to the Municipal Museum, the
r emainder from Mr. G. A. Dunlap 's collection. I record such of
the local ones as bear dat e and locality labels.
Leucorrhinia d1ibia. Abbot's Moss, Cheshire : July 4th, 1908;
July 2nd, 1909; August 1st , 1910.
Sympetrum flaveolmn . A male, Flaxmere: August 5th , 1907.
Sympetriwi scotic1im. Flaxmere, Cheshire: August 5th, 1907 ;
August 3rd, 1908. Abbot's Moss: July 4th, 1908; August
1st, 1910.
Calopteryx vir go. Amongst a number of 0 . virgo and C. splendens,
usually without labels, is a specimen of the former species,
which appears to be var. anceps. Whether thi s is a North
Country specimen I cannot say.
L estes sponsa. Abbot's Moss: July 4th, 1908 ; August 1st, 1910.
Pyrrhosoma nymphula. Frodsham, Cheshire: June 9th- 10th,
1902 ; July 18th, 1908; June 22nd, 1910.
I schmtra elegans. Flaxmere: August 5th, 1907. Padgate, South
L ancashire: Jun e 16th, 1909. A specimen bred out in the
Museum; May 18th, 1909.
Agrion piilchelliim. Frod sham: June 9th- 10th, 1902.
Agrion pue lla. Frodsham : Jun e 10th, 1902. Grappenhall,
Cheshire: Jun e 23rd, 1906. Padgate: June 16th , 1909.
Enallagma cyathigernm. Abbot's Moss: July 4th, 1908.
Perhaps the most intere sting specimen is S. flaveolu11i, but
being a male it is most probably a migrant. Mr. Dunlop will
no doubt be able to satisf y himself as to whether it br eeds in
the Delamere Forest District or not. In the collection are two
specimens of Agrion piil chellum, labelled "New Forest, 9 July,
1895." This species has not, I believe, been recorded for the
New Forest, and the record would have been of inter est; but,
unfortunately, the specimens were bought at Stevens', and
nothing further is known about them. Mr. Dunlop tells me in
addition that £schna grandis and £. cyanea occur very commonly in the district, even flying about the streets of Warrington,
and that Agrion piiella is common on the Old Quay Canal,
Acton Grange, Cheshire.
Kingston-on-Thames:

Febru ary, 1911.
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HATCHING OF 'fHE EGGS OF A RGYNNIS
BY F.

w. FROHAWK,M.B .O.U.,

LAODICE.

F.E .S.

IN the 'Entomologist'
for March, 1909, I published an
account of the life-hi story of A rgynnis laoclice, wherein I stat ed
th at th e larv re remain developed within the egg throu ghout the
winter and emerge th erefrom in the early spring. Thi s statement M. Gillmer contradicts in his review (' Societas Entomologica, ' xxiv. nos. 4-5) of th e life-histor y , maint ainin g that the
larv re in a state of nature emerge from th e eggs in the autumn.
Subsequently l pointed out in the 'E ntomolo gist,' October, 1909,
p. 258, that I felt convinced M. Gillmer was wrong in his
asser tion, and that if any eggs emer ged in the autumn thi s was
clue to the fact that the eggs in question were kept more or less
und er artificial conditions.
'fh e Hon. N. Charl es Roth schild, to whom I am ind ebted for
the original eggs, now ki.ndly tells me that he has r eceived mor e
than one hundred eggs of A. laoclice during January of thi s
yea r, from M. Kieselbach (living in Koenigsberg, where thi s
butterfly is common), who has informed him that, out of a
number of eggs deposit ed by a single femal e laodice, some
h atc hed in the autumn, while others pa ssed through the winter
in th e egg state, the young larv re only makin g their egr ess
from the shell in the spring. He further states that , in hi s
opinion, the larv re that emergti in the autumn are induc ed to
adopt that course when kept under artificial conditions, although
exposed to the cold; h e also seems more or less convinc ed th at
in a state of nature the larv re do not emerge from the eggs until
the spring.
By this statement M. Kieselbach's opinion exactly coincides
with my own.
It may be noted that A . laodice very closely res embl es
A . paphia in all stages of the larva, and the pupre of both are so
similar that they are almost indi stin guishable. But the eggs of
the two species differ : that of laodice bear s a close resemblance
to the egg of A. aclippe in form and general structure, as
well as the period of batching. The latter are laid durin g
July and August, and hatch about the beginnin g of the following April, while the eggs of A . paphia rem ain only about fifteen
days in the egg state, hatching during August , when th e young
larv re immediately enter into hyb ernation, without feeding on
anything more than that portion of the eggshell which they eat
away to allow of their emergence; they simply rest near the
empty shell until the following spring, usually awakenin g at th e
end of March or early in April.
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RHYNCHOTA

INDICA

BY w. L.

(HETEROPTERA).
DISTANT.

Fam. PENTATOMIDJE.

Elasmv .cha tauriformis, sp. n.
Olivaceous-brown, the cerium more olivaceous, the membrane
pale olivaceous-brown ; head sparsely coarsely punct ate, the lat era l
margins sinuate, the lobes subequal in length, the central lobe almost
.mpunctate; antennre piceous, basal joint not reachin g apex of head,
second and third subequa l in length, each much lon ger than first,
remaining joints mutilated in type; pronotum rat her sparingly but
very coarsely punctate, the punctures somewhat confluent near
anterior margin, the lateral angles longly, robustly, transversely produced, their apices finely, acutely narrowed, the posterior ang les
distinctly, rather broadly posteriorly produced; scutellum sparingly ,
coarse ly punctured; cerium very obscurely finely punctate; membrane not passing the abdomina l apex ; head beneath and sternum
olivaceous-brown, sparingly, coarsely punctate, mesosternal process
not reaching the anterior margin of the prosternum and backwardly
produced between the intermediate coxre; abdomen beneath greenisholivaceous, abdomina l spine almost reaching the intermediate coxre,
an obscure centr al longitudinal ridge, ang les of the posterior segment
broadly subprominent, rostrum about reaching the posterior coxre.
Long. 9½ mill. Exp. pronot. angl. 8 millim.

Hab. Punjab; Munee.
The longly and apically spinously produced lateral angles of
the pronotum is a distinctive feature of this species.
Elasmiicha montandoni, sp . n.
Ochraceous, coarsely dark ly punctate ; produced pronotal angles
carmine-red; scutellum with a large basal centr al oblong black spot;
head coar sely punctate, the lateral margins almost impunct ate ;
antennre mutilated in typical specimen ; pronotum coarse ly punctate, the punctures somewhat confluent near anterior margin, latera l
margins almost impunctate, a few punctures in linear ser ies on their
anterior areas, the lateral angles produced and apically recurved,
their apices shortly subacute, posterior ang les distinctly but short ly
and obtusely backwardly produced ; scutellum sparingly punctate,
more thickly so on lateral margins, about apical fourth distinctly
narrowed; cerium coarsely punctate ; membrane slightl y passing
the abdomina l apex ; body beneath ochraceous ; prosternum more or
less coarsely darkly punctate ; mesosternal process not reaching the
anterior margin of the proste rnum; abdomen wit h a transverse
reddish-brown streak on each side of the fourth and fifth segments ,
two pale levigate ochraceous streaks on each side of the sixth segment, spiracles piceous; posterior angles of the anal segment in female
moderately produced, curved, and carmine-red; abdomina l spine
scarcely passing the posterior coxre; rostrum shortly pas sing the
posterior coxre. Long. 7 millim. Exp. pronot. angl. 4½ millim.
Hab.

Bengal; Kurseong.
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Dr. Montandon sent me a single specimen of this beautiful
species.
Fam . BERYTID.<E.

Metacanthus bihamattl,81 Dist ., Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. liii.
p. 360 (1909).
Hab. Ceylon.

I

METAOANTHUS

BIHAMATUS.

I tak e the present opportunity to figure this species. By the
long hooked spines to the pronotum it is somewhat aberrant to
the genus.
Gen. TAP ROBANU S (ante, p. 24).
Althou gh carefully shown in the sectional figure of the typical species (ante, p. 25), th e generic dia gnosis did not refer to
the character of a curved , upwardly dir ected, sl encler process on
each side of the sternum between the intermediate
coxi:e.

and posterio r

F am. LYG .<EID.<E.

Macropes rufip es, sp. n.
Head, pronotum, and scut ellum black; corium ochraceous, more
or less streaked with piceous ; membrane very pale ochraceous with
the veins darker; body beneath black, the legs redd ish-ochraceo us;
antenna:i black, the first, second, and third joints more or less ochra ceous, the apices of the second and third joints dist inctly clavate and
black at apices ; pronotum broad ly distinct ly transversely impres sed
a littl e befor e base, before this a litt le convex and irregularly impressed, the latera l margi ns moderate ly rounded, the basal margin
mode r ate ly concave, the who le very finely punctate; membrane
extending to a little beyond the middle of th e abdom en ; connexivum
dull ochraceous ; abdomen above black, finely ochraceously pilose;
body beneath black, very finely ochraceously pilo se. Lon g . 7 to
8 millim.
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Hab. Bengal ; Kur seong .
Allied to 11'[. punctatiis, Walk., but differin g by the pronotum
being less deeply concave at po sterior mar gin ; the second and
third joints of antennrn distinctly clavate at apices ; different
colour of the legs , &c.
I am again ind ebted to Dr. Montandon for speci mens of this
species.
Fam. HENICOCEPHALID..:E.

H enicocephalus limbatipennis, sp. n.
Head, anterior lobe of pronotum, scutellum, body beneath, and
legs ochraceous; antennre, and middle and posterior lobes of pro•
notum, castaneous; abdomen beneath with tritnsverse fuscous markings ; hemelytra pitchy-brown, a basa.l angu late spot ochraceous, the
lateral and apica l margins broadly sordidly stram ineou s ; antenme
distinct ly pilose, second joint distinctly longer than the third;
anterior lobe of head considerably longer than posterior lobe, elongate, margins subpara llel, posterior lobe globose, the ocelli near its
anterior margin s ; posterior lobe of pronotum distinctly wider than
middle lobe, its lateral margins roundly oblique, middle lobe centrally
longitud inally sulcate. Long. 8 millim.
Hab. Ceylon; Peradeniya (.F. H. Gravely, Ind. Mus.).
Mr. Gravely found this species "running about on the ground
in the jungle."
Allied to H. majusculus, Dist., but a smaller species, diffe·
rently coloured, the pale lateral margin to the hem elytra broad er
and r eg ularly continued to th e apex, basal joint of antennrn
shorter and more incrassate, middle lobe of pronotum with the
lateral margins rounded, not obliquely narrowed anteriorly, &c.
Fam. REDUVIID 1E .

Acant haspis chilawensis, sp. n.
Black; antenniferous tubercles, spines at base of pronotum, basal
angles and a large spot behind middle of corium, and latera l marginal
spots to abdomen above and beneath, ochraceous ; legs pitchybrown ; first joint of antennre about as long as head; anterior lobe of
pronotum sculptur ed, the anterior angles subprominent, posterior
lobe closely rugose, latera l spines somewhat long, a littl e directed
backward, their apices black, the two central basal spines much
shorter, posteriorly directed; scute llum with a long spine obliquely
directed backward ; legs finely setose; rostrum reaching the anterior
coxre, first and second joints subequa l in length.
Long. 16 to
20 millim.
Hab. Ceylon; Chilaw (E. E. Green).
Closely allied to A . quinquespinosa, Fabr., but basal central
spines to pronotum smaller, their basal areas black, not ocbraceous, spot to corium larger, less transverse, and more oblong, &c.
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Genus A11rnuus.
Amuliiis visctts , sp . n.
Head and antennre black, tbe latter with the base of third joint
(rather broadly) and base of fourth joint (narrowly) ochraceous ; pronotum pale sanguineous, the anterior angles, some central suffusions to
anterior lobe and the posterior lobe-exc ludin g lateral areas-black ;
scutellum and corium black, apex of the former and a spot on apical area
of the latter, ochraceous; membrane shining bluish-black; con.nexivum
black with large pale sanguineous spots, a central longitudina l fascia
to head beneath, ochraceous; sternum pale sanguineous, disks of
meso- and metasterna and latera l areas of the latter, black; four
spots near anterior margin of mesosternum ochraceous ; abdomen
beneath dull ochraceous, connexivum as above and a series of large
sublatera l spots black; legs ochraceous or pale sanguineous , a broad
central annulation and apex to anterior tibire, apica l areas of intermediate and posterior femora, the intermediate and posterior tibire
and all the tarsi, black ; rostrum black, about or almost rnacbing
base of head; antennre with the first joint less than half the length
of head, second nearly as long as pronotum, third longer than fourth;
anterior angles of pronotum long, spino usly produced, the spines
forwardly produced, curved, and slightly longer than first joint of
antennre, basal pronotal margin posteriorly lamin ate ly produced and
strong ly centrally emarginate ; apex of scute llum somewhat tuberculous. Long. 19 millim.
Hab. Ceylon; Ratnapura (E. E. Green).
Allied to the Malayan A. quadripunctatus, Stal, but th e anterior
spinous pronotal angles black, much more slender, acute, and
curved, &c.
"In life-has the anterior tarsi covered with a viscid secre·
tion resembling Canada balsam.
In living examples the red
areas are quite brilliant " (E. E. Green in litt.).
Fam. NOTONECTID,E.

Anisops ali, sp. n.
Ochraceous, the hemelytra more or less shaded with fuliginous;
eyes black; interocular space narrow, margins parallel, not or very
slightly narrowing at base, above with a distinct central lon gitudina l
impression, the margins of which are ridged, beneath narrow, parallel,
of the same breadth throughout ; pronotum with a distinct waved
carinate line on the anterior area, commencing on the latera l margins
behind eyes and then round ly directed upward and united between
the inner posterior angles of tbe eyes ; abdomen beneath fuscous.
This species is allied in genera l coloration to A. sardea, Herr.-Schaff.,
and A. fieberi, Kirk. From both of these, however, it is distinctly
separated by the narrow parallel interocular space, and by the distinct carinate waved line to the pronotum.
Long. 5 to 6½ millim.
Hab. Ceylon; Diyatalawa (E. E. Green).
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THE r estriction of the terms "type"
and "co-type " to
definite limit s is an exceedingly simple matter, if we could but
agree as to the limits. A world-wide authority in his particular
order startl ed me to -day by stating that " co-type " could be
applied to any specimen pronounced by th e original describer to
be co-specific with the type-that,
in fact, you sent him a
specimen, captured years after the description was published, he
compared it with the type, returned it to you as co-specific, and
you becam e, in consequence, the happy possessor of a " cotype" ! Even "type" has a vagu e meanin g for some au th ors.
Two "types, " both so labelled similarly by the author, were
sold to a museum; one was from Ceylon, and the other from
Kuching ; his description gave " Kuching " as the only original
localit y-the sale of the Ceylon specimen as a type was, to say
th e least, irregular.
"Co-types" are all the specimens of a
single species immediately before the author when h e draws up
his description. The " type " is a single specimen selected at will
by the author as most typical of this whole series of individual s.
A nice point of synonymy was raised recently, for which we
have no recollection of provision by the British Association or
Zoological Congress :-If an author publish a specific name
already figuring in the same genus, and a second man subsequently publish a description of the same species and make for
it a n ew and valid genus, does the first nam e, which is not truly
co-specific with the other species as placed, take priority in the
second author 's new genus ?
In our la st we mentioned Irish entomological re search; but
a much mor e elaborate exploration has been going on respect in g
the insects of that very inter esting group of islands off Madagascar known as tlrn Seychelles. Prof. Stanley Gardiner, well
known for his investigations in the Maldive and Laccadive
Islands, will shortly publish a detailed description of them, but
we have already arrived at the third volume of the general
account of the fauna collected ther e during 1908 and 1909 by
l\fr . Hugh Scott, the Curator at Cambridge.
This is given
through the medium of th e Tran s. Linn. Soc. of fast November,
and graphically introduc es us to tlie ster ile granitic ro cks , ri sing
in places to an altitude of two to three thou sand feet. It is a
most fascinating localit y, since "there are weil-marked distinctions between the entomological faunas of different parts," many
species are obviously introduced, and there is a distinct Oriental
element; forests at an elevation of some thousand feet were
found most productive of truly indig enous species.
C. M.
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BY A. E.

WILEMAN,

FROM
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F.E.S.

(Continued from p. 62.)

Mithuna arizana, sp. n.
Antennre fasciculate ; head and thorax pale brown, abdomen
paler . Fore wings pale brown, darker freckled ; medial line dark
brown, slight ly oblique, interrupted above the middle ; submargina l
line dark brown, rather broad, much interrupted.
Hind wings
fuscous, outer margin and fringes yellowish .
~ . Similar to the male, but the medial line of fore wings is
entire; hind wings paler than those of the male.
Expanse, 24 millim.
Collection number, 694.
One example of each sex from Arizan (7500 ft.). The male
captured in September, 1906, and the female in August, 1908.
c1'•

ab. parva, nov.
Smaller, the medial line of fore wings only distinct on the costa
and the inner margin; the submarg inal line less distinct and nearer
the outer margin.
Expanse, 18-19 millim.
Two male specimens from Kanshirei (1000 ft.), June 13th , 1906.
Possibly these insects may be local forms of M. quaclriplaga,
Moore.
Il ema tricolor, sp . n.
Fore wings pale cinnamon-brown on basal two-thirds, blackish
on outer third. Hind wings creamy white, a blackish border on the
outer margin; the lat ter is broad est towards costa, slightly ind ented
below middle, and µarroweJ at ana l ang le. Under side as above, but
the basal two-t hirds of fore wings creamy white, and the costal margins of all the wings streaked with yellow.
Expanse, 28 millim.
Collection number, 542 a.
One male specimen from Rantaizan (7500 ft.), May 13, 1909.

Siccia tai1cana, sp. n.
Head and thorax white, faintly tinged with brown. Fore wings
white, powdered with pale brownish chiefly on costal area; a black
point near base of costa and a black mark below it; three blacki sh
spots on the costa, from the first are traces of an antemedial line, and
from the third a curved series of dusky dots (the second from inner
margin bar-like) represent a postmedial line; a blackish spot at end of
cell, and a dot about middle of cell; submarginal line dusky, slender,
with blackish dots upon it ; a blacki sh dot on the whitish fringes at
apex, and a similar one about middle. Hind wings pale fuscous.
Under side whitish; fore wings clouded with fuscous; hind wings
with blackish discoidal dot and a dusky band beyond.
Expanse, 22 rnillirn.
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Collection number, 678.
One m ale specimen from Kanshirei (1000 ft. ), August 19, 1905.
Nuclaria (?) semi lut ea, sp. n.
Fore wings white; basal area, except extreme base, orange-ye llow,
limited by a partly curved line of the groun d colour; the outer area
clouded with dark brown. Hind wings whitish, faintly tinged with
yellow; a dark cloud on outer margin towards the costa.
E xpanse, 16 millim.
Collection number, 699.
One male specimen from Kanshirei (1000 ft.), June, 1906.
Charnaita hirt ci, sp. n.
White, semi-transparent, the veins of fore wings clothed
with brownish hairs, except on outer third (perhap s denuded).
? . Whitish, semi-transparent, obscurely mottled with brownish
(? stain ).
Expanse, cf' 18 millim., ? 18-20 millim.
Collection number, 681.
One example of each sex from Kanshir ei (1000 ft.), May,
1906, and a female specimen, from the same loc rtlity, taken in
August of that year.
Near C . 11ympha, Moore.
cf'.

Hypo .~iccia clentata, sp. n.
Head and thorax dark brown, abdomen paler. Fore wings whitish,
suffused with pale brown; basal third dark brown, hardly separ ate
from a dark brown, dentate, antemed ial line ; medial and postmedial
lines dark brown, dentate, space enc losed by the lines suffused with
the darker colour ; a black curved spot at end of cell, where the
medial line is bent outwards, and a clot in the cell ; submarginal line
dark brown, interrupted, broadest towards costa; fringes whitish,
preceded by a series of dark brown clots. Hind wings fuscous, fringes
paler. Dueler side fuscous, costal and outer margins of fore wings
and fringes of all wings paler.
Expanse, 18 millim.
Collection number, 698.
One male specimen from Tainan (on the plains), May 14, 1906.
Near H. mesozonata, Hampson.

Asura limbata, sp. n.
Antenme whitish above , reddish beneath ; head and t!;iorax
white, the latter marked with brownish. Fore wings browni sh, a
black dot at end of cell, from which a black streak runs towards base
of the wing; a subbasa l line runs to a white streak on the inner
margin, thence turns upward, forming a white book-like mark ; outer
margin with white border, enclosing three brownish spots on the
upper portion. Hind wings paler, with an interrupted white border
on the outer margin.
? . P aler , but this is probably due to its worn condition.
Expanse, cf' 22 millim., ? 24 millim .
cf'.
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Collection number, 695 a.
One specimen of each sex from Kanshirei (1000 ft.). The
male captured in April, 1907, and the female in May, 1908.

Asura pica, sp. n.
Forn wings blackish with a white hook-like mark as in
limbata, but the streak is more oblique to inner margin, and is twice
int errupted near the costa ; the white outer border of limbata is here
represented by four white spots-one on the costa before apex, one at
apex, one at middle, and one at the inner ang le; all four united by a
slender , wavy, submarginal white line. Hind wings black ish.
Expanse, 18 millim.
Collection number, 695.
One female specimen from Kanshirei (1000 ft.), September
22nd, 1906.
May be a seasonal form of .--l. limbata.
'i' .
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HYDRILLAPALUSTRIS,&c., AT WIOKEN.- Tbough it is, perhaps,
rather late in the day to tell of last summer's captures, it may be
well to record that I was fortunate enough during a visit to Wicken
in June to take two male specimens of Hydrilla palnstris. I believe
four other spec imen s were taken about the same time by other
collectors.
Considering the amount of wind, oftentimes from the
east, we had during our stay of nearly three weeks, my friend (the
Rev. J. W. Metcalfe, of Ottery St. Mary) and I did fairly well.
Arsilache albovenosa was not much in evidence, but I bad never on
my two previous visits seen so many Macrogaster ccistanece(amndinis )
on the sheet, or such abund ance of Meliana flammea. Four bard
clays' work at Tuddenham proclucecl only about two dozen Acidalia
rnbiginata between us ; Lithosteg e griseata was almost over, but
Agrophila trabealis was plentiful. In exploring for L. griseata we
came upon a fresh locality for A. trabealis which promised well, but
the presence of an irate farmer who would not listen to reason
made future visits undesirable. The pine tree s at Tudclenham are
well-known as the resting place of Hecatera serena, but our experience was that the trees were quite deserted for the flowers of the
viper's bugloss (Ech imn vid,gare) which was grow ing in great profusion on the hill side . I took an entirely new series from the flower s,
the moths settling quietly in brilliant sunshine. The Rev. J. W.
Metcalfe was fortunate enough to take a specimen of Dianthmcia
irregiilaris in the same way. The weather was fine during the
whole of our stay except for one night when a thunderstorm was
imminent, so much so as to drive us home in haste, only to find that
it bad left Wicken practically untouched in its course, and to have
the mortification of knowin g the next morning that the previous night
bad been entomologically the night of the season. The continuance
of wind, however, was a serious disadvantage. - Rev. J . E. TARBAT;
Fareham, Rants.
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UNUSUALEMERGENCEOF NocTuA PLECTA.-On February 7th I
found a perfectly fine specimen of Noctu a pl ecta in the vestry of t he
church.
The larva had probably pupated in the vestry in the
autumn, and the warmth of the church had cau sed the im ago to
emerge at this early date.-Rev. J.E . TARBAT; Fareham, R ants .
UNRECORDEDOccunRENCES OF EuvANESSA ANTIOPA.-Possibly
some light is thrown upon the question of the identity of the larvre
referred to as those of the Camberwell Beauty, in the quotation und er
the above heading, given by Mr. Rowl and-Brown (an tea, p. 68), by
th e following note which occurs in Humphrey s and W estwood's
'British Moths,' vol. i. p . 91, where it is stat ed of the larv a of
P orthesia chrysorrh cea, L . :-" It feeds on various plant s, especially
whitethorn, in June, and has at times become so remark ably
abundant as to cause a serious panic to Londoners, especi ally in
1782, when prayers were offered up in the churches again st
the enemy; and the churchwardens and overseers of the neighbouring villages, after offering rewards for collecting these cat erpill ars, attended to see them burnt by bushels." It will be noted
that both the date and the measure by which the qu antity of the
caterpill ars was estimated are the same in the two accounts, an d I
think we shou ld not be far wrong in assuming that Professor Hall
Griffin' s Camberwell Beauty caterpillars were none other th an tho se
of P orth esia chrysorrh cea.-RoBERT ADKIN; Lewisham, Feb. 1911.
WITH regard to Mr. Rowl and-Brown's inter est ing reference in
your last number to the abundance of larvre in Camb er well, in 1782,
I think there is little doubt but that they were St ilp notia salicis, for I
have met with them abroad-practically
in thousands. Yet anoth er
species must be taken into consideration, viz. Mal acosorna ne1istria , t he
larv re of which many years ago (I am speaking of the fiftie s and early
sixties) occurred in the greatest abundance. Trees in ol'Chard s, I can
remember, were often denuded of their leaves, such were their ravages.
My earliest recollections in entomology are associated with collecting the "rings" of ova of this species. With regard to Vanessa
antiopa, in my experience the larvre are essentially sallow feeder s.
I have found them in Spain and commonly in the South of France
but always on sallow . It is true the imagines frequent willows, but
is it not the Oossus and other exudations which attract them?A. H. JONES; February 4th, 1911.
AUTUMNAL
EMERGENCEOF POLYGONIA
C-ALBUM,
var . HUTCHINSON!.
-During
Sept. 1910, I sent the Rev. Alfred Stiff, of Leigh-on-Sea,
some two dozen larvre of c-albitrn which I had bred from Wye Valley
stock. During Janu ary of this year he wrote to me and said he had
been most successful with them, and had bred four specimens of the
var. hittchinsoni, which emerged mid-October. This seemed to me
very strange, as none of the remainder of the brood in my hands had
produced the variety, and I had never had, nor heard of the variety
being bred in the autumn, it being purely a June or early July form .
I had bred some of the new straw -coloured variety, unheard -of before
this year, and rather expected that he had mistaken these for var .
hiitchinsoni. I therefore asked him to let me see the specimens, and
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greatly to my surprise found they were very fine ancl large var.
hittchinsoni.-L. W. NEWMAN;Bexley, Kent.
LATE AUTUMNAND WINTER EMERGENCEOF EMATURGAATOMARIA.-Dnring 1910 I reared a considerable number of E. atornaria
from ova from Lanes. parents; the larvffi fed up rapidly ancl pL1pated
in June. DLll'ing July I turned out my breeding pots, collected the
pup:I:1ancl stored them away in glass -top metal boxes, in as cold a
place as possible for the winter. I dicl not again look at the pup:I:1
till September, when I was rather surprised to find six specimens
had emerged, two being dead and the other four alive. I noticed
several dozens were forming up, so these were removed to a breeding
cage, and the imagines duly emerged. As others continued to form
up, they also were removed from their cold place and kept warm.
Moths continued to emerge right up to the beginning of January,
when they stopped. In all, over twenty-five per cent. of the pupoo
emerged from September to January, a few almo st every clay.L. W. NEWMAN; Bexley, Kent.
PHASGONURA
vrnrnrssrnA (ORTHOPTERA).-Mr. B. S. Williams
sends me a fine female specimen of t his grassho pp er, that Surrey
may no longer bear the reproach of having no certain record of this
fine species. It was taken by himself at Pickett's Hole, Ranmore,
August 13th, 1910.-W. J . LucAs.
HEMEROBIUSSTIGMA(NEUROPTERA).-On J anuary 29th last, a
specimen of this brown lacewing was obtained by beating a young
Scotch fir at the Black Pond, Esher Common, Surrey. I have found
the species previously in this locality in mid-winter; but sti ll the
capture may be worth recorcling.-W. J. LucAs.
TRIPHlENAPRONUBA
IN JANUARY.-This evening (Jan. 27th) I took
a T. proniiba flying around a lamp in a room. Th e specimen seemed
to me to be too fresh for one of the partial second brood of
September, 1910. Last October I found severa l larvffi of this species,
in the garden here, nearly full-grown ancl still feeding. Is this a
common occurrence ?-LAURENCE JONES; The Rectory, Marks Tey.
NOTESONCHILOSIAGROSSA,
CORDYCEPS,
ANDSMERINTHUS
TILilE.Reacling the note on Chilosia grossa by Lt.-Col. Nurse (' Entomologist,' vol. xliii. , p. 313) rem ind s me that, und er the same circumstances, I used to come across pink larvffi about one-third of an inch
long. If I remember right ly, there were severa l in one stem . I am
afraid I dicl not trouble much about rearing them-probably
I may
be told they were some commoner well-known insect. Thi s was when
I was living near Plymouth.
The illustration of Cordyceps militaris
(l. c. p. 297) recalls the gruesome appearance of a large 0 . ligniperda
larva I left in a cylindrical tin ancl neglected . As well as I can
remember, the fungus was nearly an inch long and growing vertically
from the whole length of the back. The clamp atmosphere of the
tin had evidently suited the fungus better than its host. Mr . Arkle's
note (l. c. p. 294) that S. tili/'J!,is very rare in the Chester district is
equally true of the P lymouth one, where I could never succeed in
finding the species, though I used to clig up the pup:I:1fairly freely
ENTOM.-MARCH, 1911.
I
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around elms abo ut Oxford . Around P lymouth Sphinx lig11,Striseemed
to be the commonest "hawk moth." A catalogue giving the distribut ion of the var ious "hawk moths" in the several counties would
be highly interesting .-(Rev.) FRED. JULIAN BRIGGS; Oodrington
College, Barbadoes, November 26th, 1910.
NOTES ON THE LIFE-HISTORY OF ANTITROPA
ERINNYs.- The eggs
are greyish white in colour, and are laid in great numbers on both
sides of the leaves of a lily (Dracama hookeriana) that grows wild in
the woods and elsewhere . The leaves of this plant are about two
to two and a half inches in width, and very thick; consequent ly the
young larva when it emerges must be very strong, for as soon as it
is batched it at once eats a sma ll portion of the leaf at the edge, and
then turns down the same complete ly over itself, joining it firmly
together with white silky thread . It is then light green in colour,
with a black head . It comes out of its house to eat, and fLfter about
five days it closes up each end of the same and remains therein for
about two and a half to three days whi lst it changes its skin; it is
then green in colour, with a yellow bead with six false eyes on the
same, black in colour. After moulting, the larva frequently occupies
the old house , if large enough; if not, it makes another, going through
the same operation as before, but turning over a larger portion of the
leaf . After about eight days it again changes its skin; it is then
much pa ler green, head yellow with a brown line down the centre,
which widens at the mouth; the six false eyes which are black are
placed two on each side of the brown line on the front of the head and
one on each side of the same. The larva now measures about threequarters of an inch in length and eats free ly, but retums very
quickly to its house, always backwards, if disturbed whilst feeding .
Seven days later it again changes its skin, and remains in the following state unti l it pupates (as the last two stages are practically
identic al in colour and markings): the body very nearly white and
very transparent ; there is a black line between the second and third
segments, and between the eighth and ninth segments ; on the back
there is a light yellow round spot, and on the last segment above the
hind claspers there is a hard yellow patch very similar to the brown
one in Pl retzia fiara. Head large and yellow in colour, with the
brown marking more distinct and forming a triangle above the
mouth ; the six false eyes black in colour and much larger. When
full grown it is a little over two inches in length. I may mention
that it always comes out of its ho use to drop its frass . When about
to pupate, whic h it does sometimes in its last house , it comp lete ly
covers in each end of the same-the
part whence the perfect insect
emerges with wh ite silk, wh ile the old cast skin fills up the other encl.
Sometimes it pupates on the under side of the leaf, and then it spins
a lot of white silk on that portion of the leaf and fixes itself with a
band across the centre of the body. It changes in about three to
four days to a very fine pupa, which is pale bluish-white in colour
and has the end of the abdomen very pointed; there is a straight
black line down the middle of the thorax ; the six false eyes are
replaced by black spots on the pu pa ; the case enclosing the trunk,
which is only fixed to the pupa as far as the end of the wing cases,
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is very long, extending about a quarter of an inch below the end of
the pupa. It remains about twenty-one to twenty-eight days in this
state . There is no doubt this species is very badly attackecl by
ichneumons, and also by dipterous flies, in all its stages, including
the ovum. It is also eaten, whenever caught outside its house, by
ants, mantis, cockroaches, &c., more particularly in the first two
stages. The butterfly is fairly common, and has been fully described
by Mr. Roland Trimen.-GEo.
F. LEIGH, F.E.S.; Durban, Natal,
September 27th, 1910.
ERRATA.-P. 75, line 1, for brnmata read boreata; p. 75, line 8,
for bcwk read bark.

SOCIETIES.
SocrnTY OF LoNDON.-We clnesday, February 1st,
1911.-Mr.
G. T. Bethune-Baker, F.Z.S., in the chair.-It
was
announced that the Council had nominated the Rev. F. D. Morice,
M.A., as President for the current year .-Mr . W. J. Kaye exhibited
severa l Heliconii from Eastern Ecuador, including the forms H. rnbripicta, adonides, and jeyeri with streaked hind wings . He observed
that it seemed now to be possible and even likely that H. melpomene
aglaope would eventually be proved to be linked with H. plesseni
through these newly discovered forms, and that this species would
then have to be sunk as a subspecies of H. melpomene. Similarly,
H. notabitis through ilia and feyeri was probably only a subspecies
of H. erato, though the material was in sufficient at present to form
a conclusion.-Dr.
Nicholson exhibited a new species of Tachyporns
which he has named jasciatus . There were two specimens taken at
Wicken Fen from under sedge refuse, the one in April, the other in
August, 1910. This species is intermediate between T. solutils, Er.,
and T. chrysomelinits, L. It differs from the former in the shape of
the antennre, which are of the same length, but are not thickened
towards the apex; by its finer puncturation throughout; by the pronounced broad black band on the elytra; and by the fact that the
marginal bristles of the elytra are long and stout, as in T. chrysomelinus, and not short and fine, as in T. solittus.-Mr . H. J. Turner
exhibited severa l very intere stin g forms of Litperina gneneei, including two new aberrations :-(i) ab. niurrayi (n. ab.), which is quite
typical L . giteneei in texture, shade of colour, and in markings, with
this very marked difference, that the submarginal area between the
dark margina l lunul es and the submargina l line is much paler than
any other portion of the wing, throwing out by contrast these dark
lunule s very conspicuously; (ii) ab. jitsca (n. ab.), of which the three
specimens exhibited are undoubted L. gueneei in all their characters
but depth of colour. These are believed to be the first me lanic
specimens which have been so far obtained. All the markings are
much intensified, the ground colour is much darker than in typical
examples, very dark grey with, in a good light, faint flushes of a
ferruginous tint. The contrast between ground colour and markings
is very much stronger than in any of the other forms .- Mr. Champion
exhibited on behalf of Mr. J. H. Keys the black variety of Athoits
EN'l.'OMOLOGICAL
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hcemorrhoidalis, F., from Dartmoor, recorded by the latt er in the
Ent. Mo. Mag., xlvi., p. 262; and also a reel variety of the male of
.Agabits bipitstu lat1ts, L., from the same locality .- The Rev . A. T.
Stiff, who was present as a visitor, exhibited some second-brood
specimens of Polygonia c-albitm var. h1ttchinsoni. The vars. including three intermediates, emerg ed on October 16th, 19th (3), 20th,
21st (2), 22nd, 23rcl anc1 26th , 1910. It is believed that there is no
record of var. hittchinsoni having ever been br ed in the 2nd brooclof
c-alb1tm.-Mr. Newman writes: "I have br ed thousands of c-album
of th e second -brood in variou s years, and never one h1ltchinsoni, and I
have never heard of any one else doing so."-Mr. Rowland-Brown
and Mr. Bethune-Baker both observed that they h ad taken hybernated
specimens of this form on the Continent.-Dr.
0. M. Reuter communicated a paper entitled "Bryocorina nonnulla lEthiopica descripta
ab 0. M. Reuter et B. Poppius ."-Commander
Walk er, one of the
Secretaries, read a paper on behalf of Col. Mander s, entitled " A
factor in the production of mutual resemblance in allied species of
butterflies ." The methods adopted in his experiments, and the
conclusions drawn from them by the author, were to some extent the
subject of criticism both by Mr. G. A. K Marsh all and Dr . Chapman .
-Mr.
Merrifield added a few observations with regard to the
comparative immunity of Pierine butterflies from the attacks of
birds.-A vote of condolence with the family of the late Mr. J. W.
Tutt was moved from the chair, all the Fellows pr ese nt signifying
approval by rising.-GEORGE WHEELER, Hon. Sec.
THE SOUTH LONDON ENTOMOLOGICAL
AND NATURAL HISTORY
SoCIETY.-January 12th, 1911. -Mr . W . J. Kaye, F.E .S., President, in
the chair.-The President referred to the great loss that the science
of entomology had incurred by the death of Mr. J. W . Tut t , a past
President of the Society.-Mr. Phillips, of Forest Gate, was elected
a member .-Mr. Tonge exhibited photographs of the ova in sitft of
Pl ebeiits argus (cegon), Ruralis betitlce,and Calamia liltosa, and also of
the early stage of a wasp's nest (Vespa sy lvestri s) found in a pig- sty .Mr . Lucas, a teratologica l example of .Anosia pl exippus with right
fore wing shorter and narrower than normally and with concave
outer margin .-Mr. Newman, (1) extremely light and very dark forms,
with unusually sma ll and very large forms, of Malacosoma castrensis
and M. neitstria ; (2) a very red Phwgophora meticitlosa; (3) second
brood specimens of Pericallia syringaria, sma ll and dark banded;
(4) second brood of Selenia limaria, i.e. var. delwiaria; and (5) livin g
imagines, pupre and full-fed larvre of .Aphantopits hyperanthits reared
by Mr. Oliver.-Mr.
Adkin, selections of several broods reared
originally from a black female ab. nigra of Boarniia gemmaria , and
communicated a full note on the results .-Mrs. Hemming, bred and
caught series of Melitcea aurinia from Wiltshire, where the species
has been somewhat common.-Mr. Hemming, on behalf of Mr. P.A.
Buxton, the same species with the note that all emerged in the
afternoon; he also showed series of .Adopceafiava from Sussex, showing two distinct forms.-Mr . Coote, two very dark green examples
of Panolis piniperda.-Mr.
Platt-Barrett,
an example of Satit rnia
pavonia-major from Sicily.-Mr. Kaye, Myelobiits murana, a sphingid-
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like Pyrale from South America.-Mr. Step, specimens ancl a series
of photographs of the growth ancl development of the Myxogaster,
Brefeldia maxima found by him at Horsley, and a cluster of oak
galls Cynips kollari from which birds had systematically extracted
the tenant larvre.-Dr.
Hodgson, long series of varied forms of
M. aurinia of many localities.-Mr.
West called attention to the
drawer of the Society's type collection which he was exhibiting, and
to which, while rearranging, he had added some sixty species of
Coleoptera from his own collection.-Mr . Priske showed a number
of slides illustrative of the life-history of the glow-worm, which Mr.
Main and he were observing, and read notes on what they had done
so far .-Mr. Lucas read a paper: "Notes on the Natural Order
Neuroptera," and showed a large number of lantern slides to
illustrate his remarks.-HY. J. TURNER,Hon. Rep. Secretary.
LANCASHIREAND CHESHIRE ENTOMOLOGICAL
SocmTY.-Annual
Meet ing held at the Royal In stitution, Colquit Street, Liverpool,
December 19th, 1910, Mr. R. ~ewstead, M.Sc., F .E .S., VicePresident, in the chair.-The
Reports of the Council and Hon.
Treasurer were read and adopted, and the following members were
elected as officers and Council for the ensuing year, viz. -President,
S. J. Capper, F.E.S.; Vice-Presidents, W . J. Lucas, B.A.; C. E.
Stott; Claude Morley, F.Z.S . ; P. F. Tin,ne, M.A., M.B.; Geo.
Arnold, M.Sc.; Treasurer, Dr. J. Cotton; Secretaries, H. R. Sweeting and Wm. Mansbridge; Lib rar ian, F. N. Pierce; Council, E. J.B.
Sopp, F.R.Met .S.; Wm . Web ster, M.R.S.A.I.;
Wm. Mallinson;
W. T. Mellows; L. H. Lister; G. M. Taylor, M.A.; C. B. Williams;
R. T. Cassal, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.; 0. Whittaker; R. Wilding; and
L. West, M.I.M.E. - Mr. Robert Newstead, the retiring VicePresident, delivered the Address, which was entitled "The Taxonomic Value of the Genita l Armature in the Tsetse Flies (Genus
Glossina)." He stated that he had made a careful examination of all
the hitherto described species of the genus Glossina, which had not
only revealed some very striking morphological characters, but had
led to the discovery of three hitherto undescribed species, Glossinci
subnwrsitans, Newst., G. brevipalpis, Newst., and G.fusc ipes, Newst.,
and also to the re-establishment of Bigot 's G. grossa. The scheme
of classification adopted was bas ed entirely upon the taxonomic
charn,cters of the male armature, which are the true and almost only
natural anatomic elements that can at pre sent be found in these
insects. He had found that the species fell into three very striking
and distinct groups, each being separated by very trenchant characters. These are, Group I. (the jusca group).-This division includes
the four largest species of the genus: G. fiisca, Walker; G. grossa,
Bigot, which. have a Western distribution; G. longipennis, Corti; and
G. brevipalpis, Newst., occurring chiefly on the eastern side of the
continent (Africa) . In all of these species the claspers are quite
free, there being no membrane stretching between them ; the distal
extremities of these appendages have either a single large and
bluntly pointed tooth-like extension , or they are bluntly bidentate;
the harpes in all cases being marked ly different in their morphological characters.
Group II. (the palpalis group).-To this division
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belong the following species: - G. palpalis, Rob. Desv.; G. tachinoicles, Westwood; G. fuscipes, Newst.; and G. pallicera, Bigot.
In all of these species the · claspers of the ma les are connected by a
thin and .finely spinose membrane, which is deeply divided medially,
but in all cases the distal extremities of the claspers are quite free
and wide ly separated . Group III. (the morsitans group).-Tbis
group comprises: G. morsitans, Westwood; G. sitbmorsitans, Newst.;
and G. longi1Jalpis, Wiedemann.
In these the claspers are completely united by a spinose membrane, and they are also fused
medially . They are of very remarkable form, their shape somewhat
resembling the scapu la of a mammal in miniature, and are altogether
much more highly complicated structures than those in either of the
preceding gro ups. Thus we see in these three groups forms which
are so widely different as to lead one to assume, without taking other
externa l features into consideration, that they represent three distinct
genera. Certain it is that these insects illu strate one fundamental
principle of evolution, namely, that they have attained great development of one set of morphologica l characters and have retained others
apparently of an ancestral type.
Jani~ry 16th , 1911.-Mr. Geo. Arnold, M.Sc., Vice-President, in
the chair.-A discussion on "Agrotis cursoria and its Varieties" was
opened by Mr. Wm. Mansbridge, and continued by Mr. T. Baxter,
of St. Anne's-on-Sea, Mr. F. N. Pierce, and other members.-Mr.
Baxter brought his fine varied series of citrsoria for exhibition, which
inc lu ded some very rare forms, as well as the commoner vars.
brwinea, ochrea, saggitta, caritlea, costa-carulea, and obsoleta. Mr.
W. Mansbridge also brought a varied series from St. Anne 's . At
Wallasey and Crosby citrsoria is of extreme ly rare occurrence and ,
thou gh still common on the North Lancashire sandhi lls, it is not
near ly so abundant as was the case some twenty years ago, owing to
the encroachments made by build ers and golfers upon its haunts. Mr.
B axte r said that, having given particular attention to the matter, be
had never seen the ordinary mottled form in coitit with the streaked
form saggitta ; be suggested that there might be two spec ies in collections under the same name; he b ad seen many pairs in copulation
during the last season, but they were always of similar varieties. Other
exhibits were by Mr. C. B. Williams : Hesperia lineola, Apamea ophiogramma, and Plitsia nwneta, from Cambridge; a series of Macrogaster
castanea and a large number of local fen species from Wicken.-Mr.
Geo. Arnold brought Pe1Jsisjormo sits, from California, locally called the
"Tarantula Killer," together with our largest British Pompilid, Sali its
fu scits, for comparison; A momma burmeister, ma le and female-the
"Driver Ant"-from
CentralAfrica.-H.R.
SWEETINGand WM. MANSBRIDGE,Hon. Secs.
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Catalogue of the L epidoptera Phalana in the British Mitseimi.
Vol. x. By Sir GEORGEF. HAMPSON,Bart. London: Printed
by Order of the Trustees. 1910.
IN this volume of eight hundred and thirty pages the Erastrianre,
a subfam ily of the Noctuiclre, are catalogued and described. Of the
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twelve hundred and twent y-two spec ies comprised in the subfam ily
over one-fourth are novelties, whilst very nearly half of the one hundred and thirty -six gener a to which the species are referr ed are new.
More than ha lf of the Erastr iame are included in the following six
genera :-E 1£blemrna,Hiibn. (t . si£ava, Hiibn .), 230 spec ies; Ozar ba,
Wa lk. (t. pnnctigera, Wa lk.), 107 specie s; Tarache, Hiibn. (t. caffraria, Cram.), 102 species; L ithacodia, Hi.ibn. (t. bellicula, Hii.bn.),
86 species; E1£strotia, Hiibn. (t . imcula , Clerck), 73 species; Oorgatha, Walk. (t. zonalis, Wa lk.), 53 species .
On the other band, upw ards of sixty genera have each only one
species, and seventeen other genera have but two species assigned to
each of t hem.
Th e Bri t isb species of Erastrianre are :-514 7. Eilblernrna (Thavpochares) ostrina, Hiibn.
5181. Eitble1n1na (Th alpochares) parva,
Hi.i.bn. 5185. Eitblenirna noctitalis, Hi.i.bn. (Thalpochares) parva,
Hi.i.bn. 5807. L ithacodia (Erastria) fa sciana, L. 5859. E1tstrotia
(Hydrelia) imcilla, Clerck. 5862. E1£strotia olivana, Schiff. (Bankia
argent1tla, Hiibn.). 6000. E rastria (Agrophila) trabealis, Scop. 6185.
Tarach e (Acontia) liwida, Hii.fn. (solaris, Schiff., albicollis, Fab.).
Numbers show position in arrangement .
The present volume is the seventh of the series tre at ing of the
Noctuiclre. Of this extensive fami ly of moths considerably over six
thou sand species have, so far, been dealt with . Not only are the
species fully described, and the distr ibu tion, as indicated by specimens in the Nation al Collection, set out, but all the new spec ies, and
also those not previously illu strate d, are figured . Th e previous
Noctuid volumes are-iv. Agrotinre (1903); v. Hadeninre (1905);
vi. Cuculli anre (1906) ; vii.- ix. Acronyctinre (1908-10) .
It rriay be mentioned that the Atlas of P lates belonging to vol. x.
will not be ready for a few months .

Anni£al Report of the New J ersey State Milsewn. Inclitd ing a Report
of the Insects of New Jersey. Pp. 880. Tr enton, N. J.
MacCrellish & Quigley. 1910.
Tm s is a revised and extended edition of an exceedingly useful
list. It comprises references to 10,385 species, as against 8537 in the
second edition (1900), known to occur in the State of New Jersey .
Besides numerous illustrations in the text, there is a ma p, in colour,
and three portr aits-Hea d of the Biologica l Department, State
Entomologist, and State Taxidermi st.
A Book of Nimble Beasts. By DOUGLASENGLISH. Pp. 319. L ondon :
Eveleigh Nash. 1910.
Fon boys and gir ls who wish to kno w something about the
appearance and habits of some of our sma ller mamma ls and common
ins ects, this attractive litt le book sho ul d be an acceptable gift . The
illustrat ions , over two hundred in number, are from photograph s
taken by the aut hor . There are four coloured plates.
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OBITUARY .
WE regret to announce the death of GERALDGEORGEHoDGBON,
who was born in Brighton on October 10th, 1860, and was educated at
the College there, anc1at King's College, London. House Physician at
King's College Hospital; House Surgeon at the Brighton anc1 Hove
Dispensary; and afterwards .House Physician and House Surgeon at
the Sussex County Hospital. Succeeding his father, he was in private practice for eight years in Brighton, and for the last eight years
hac1 been attached to the Roya l Eye Hospital, Southwark.
A very busy anc1 strenuous life left him but few opportunities of
pursuing his favourite studies of botany and entomology, the latter
for many years being most intermittent, but this dearth of opportunities caused him to note more particularly the habits of the
creatures he met with, anc1 he studied closely those little things that
incline to the paucity or abundance of insect life, so frequently
neglected by the mere collector. In 1898 his health broke clown,
after a severe illn ess brought on by overwork and a bicycle accident ,
and upon his partial recovery be was peremptorily ordered to give up
his profession and go for a long sea voyage. This culminated in bis
settling for a ti;ne in Queensland, where be took up some land and
regained health in its culture. As opportunity served, be again used
his net and obtained many rare and interesting butterflies whi lst in
the colony.
Upon his return home, he took up his last medical appointment,
and in bis spare time arranged his cabinet of Lycrenidre upon a plan
of bis own, name ly , to exhibit at a glance over the drawer similar
aberrations anc1 varietal forms of each species. Thus the columns
represented the species, and the cross-files the aberrations, either
common to all or only to a few of the butterflies, placed together as
a group.
Hodgson was a very hard worker in the field, and the toil he
willingly underwent would deter many men, but with it all he was
very successful, and his " luck " in obtaining varieties almost phenomenal. He was not a prolific writer, but his lectures and papers
show much original work; as witness an address given to the City
of London Society, 1909, opening an intended discussion upon the
relative "Importance to the Rhopalocera of the upper or under sides
of the wings ." In this he dealt with the subject in such detail that
he really covered the whole ground and left nothing debatable to be
entered upon. He was also a keen botanist, and probably knew more
of the life-histories of our British Orchids in the unflowering stages
than any living man.
Dr. Hodgson's death was entirely un expected. He left London,
and was about to go to Devonshire for a short rest, but was found
to have passed away in his sleep on Friday the 3rd ult.
Tn private life he was genia lity personified, and much beloved by
the young, entering into their sports and games with enthusiasm;
whilst best of all, perhaps, was his rule of life, " If possible, let no
day pass without doing some one an act of kindness." This shows
what the real man was more than any adulatory epitaph.

s. w.

EXCHANGE
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~ NoTICES OF EXCHAN
GE should be received by th e 25TH OF EA0H
MONTH to insure insertion.
Not more than Srx LINES can be allowed for each.

DuJJlicates .- Ooleoptera: Chrys. Menthastri, Neb. Compl anata, and Scarites
Lrevigat us. D esiderata . - Chr ysm. Margin a ta, Callistu s Lun atns, or N ebri a
Livida ; perfect s1Jecimens only sent or wauted-P.
Lassus; 12, Rite de l'Oiiest,
Oolombes (Franc e).
Diiplicates. - Z. Trifolii , Comp lanula, Baja, Lubricip ecla, Auriflua, Dispar,
Tridens , P allens, Micacea , Lithoxylea, 'l'estac ea, Strigilis, Tritici, Segetum, Typica,
Augur, C-Nigrum, Rubi, Stab ilis, Litura, Gemin a, Spadicea, F lavocincta, Meticulosa, Ch i, Mi , Glyphica, Illunari a, Alniaria, Hirtaria , Betul ari a, Rbomboidaria,
Dilutata, Cervin aria, Mensura l"ia. D esiderata . - Many common Geometers to
r enew; black pin s.-F. J. Ras elt; W eedon Road, Northa mpton .
Duplicates.-Semele,
Blandina, Salici s,,:, Munclana, Rur ea':' (dark) , Graminis,
Nictitans, Persicarire, ,:, Haworthii, Fulva, Chi, Baia / ' Augur, ,:, Nigra, Implu viata,
Cambrica, Filigram mari a, Lnn aria, Absinthiat a,* and Bidentata .* D esiderata .Euphro syne, Malv re, an d many to renew .- W . G. Clutten; 132, Oole Olough
Lane , Burn ley, Lanes .
Duplicates.-Irrore lla, Mu sciformi s, Complana, Bonclii (few), Littorali s, Absintbi i,* Rip re (few), Lunigera, Corticea, Puta, Suffusa, Saucia, Segetum, Ambigua,
Bland a, Lunosa , Rurea var. Combu sta, Rubid ata , and Ari.on (fair) Desiderata .Nu merous .-D. Dewar; Altyr e H ouse, Stanley S. 0., Co. Diirhani .
Desidera ta.-Byche R eti ella.-H on. N. Charle s R oth1child; A1·undel Hous e,
Kensington Pa lace <iardens, London, W .
Desiderata. - A long series of Irror ella; a larg e number of duplicates to
offer in exchange; list of desiderata requested.-(M-iss)
A. D. Edwa rd s; Th e
H omestead, Coombe Hill, East Grinstead.
DtqJlicates .-Absintbii, Aspidi scana, Scabiosellus, Lili ella, Simpliciana, D esidera ta .-I sodact ylus, Treniadactylus, Distans, Tephradactylu s, Osteodactylus,
O. Pilos ellre, Spilodact yla , Paludum, C. Alpinellus, V,l:l
r ellus, Dum etellu s, Ericellu s, Furcatellus, Margaritellus , Myell us, Fascelinellus, Contamine llu s, Craterellus. Full data .- C. Granville Clutt erbiick; H eathside, H eathvill e Road, Glos.
Diiplicates . - Rare Saturnid re and Parnassius . Cocoons: Saturnia Pyretorum ,
South Chin a; Attacus Ricinii, Edwardsi, At las. Im agines : Edward si, Ricinii,
Atlas (giants ex Java ), Cricula Andrei (new sp.) life-hi stori es; also Nuclame lia
Ringleri , Menippe, Caffraria, E . Bauhinre, Argema Mimosre, L eto, Selene, Lun a;
S. Ceanothi, Gloveri, Colomb ia; Caligula Sim la and J aponica; also ova of same ;
Anth erea Mylitta an d var . Silva.lica ; Hemil euca Maia, H era, Nevadensis; Parnassiu s Roman ovi (male and female), Nubilosus (male and female), Intermedius
(ma le and female), Apollonius (male and fema le) and ab. Fla vomacu lata (ma le),
Staudin geri (ma le and female), Clodius (ma le and female ), ancl many others.
Cocoons of many of above sho rtly.
D esiderata .-O ocoons, pup re, ova, set or
pap er ed specimens of r ar e and interesting Saturn idre and Parnassiin!ll . Corr espon denc e desi red wit h collectors in West Africa.- J . H enry Watson; 70, Ashford
Roa d, Wit hing-ton, Manch ester.
.
D iiplica tes.-Sagana,
J apon ica, Gortun ei, Alcestis, Cybele, Anady om ene,
H elene, Art on is, Eur ynome , Cypris, Bellona, Adiant e, Monticola , Montivaga ,
Ramala , Gong, H esper is, Eppethora, Pallescens , Clio, Hariclea, Errina, Myrinna,
va r. Chloripp e, var. Anargyra, El iza, &c. Mileta , V. Deserticola , V. Algerica,
E. E pistyg ne, E . Zapatera, M. Matueulica, M. L aches is, M. Arge, Turcica ;
S. Pri euri, V. Asteans, Neomeris, E. Nerene, P ap. Ajax , Pap . Alexanor, Callidice,
L ecodice, T . Cercyi, C. Jasius, Napre, V. Byronre . L ycreniclre: inc luding Martini,
Theophra stis, Cyllarus, V. H aspana , Telican us, L orquinii , Aben cenargu s, V. 2Esculi,
V. Ali , H. Hamyra, H. Loniger re, V. Galloni, Dini ensis, V. Belledice, Ansonia ,
Th ais vars. , Ph!llbus, Mnemosyne, Actias, Luna, &c., S. Hermion e, Circe, Dryas,
Telephassa, Cord ula, Alliona, N eomiri s, Livornica * (8). Desiderata .- 'Vars. of
B riti sh butte rfli es; lib era l exchange for good species .-- T . H . Shepherd; 17, Hope
View , Sh ipl ey, Yorks.

Du plicates .-Mo st of the Nocture, Geometers,
Desiclerata .-Va.rs . of Caia, Grossulariata,
Shepherd; 17, Hop e View, Shipl ey, York s.

groups.

and many species in other
Janira, and Villica.-T.
H.

To CoRRESPONDENTs.-All notes, pap ers, books for review, &c., and notices of
change should be sent to the EditorRICHARD SOUTH, 96, DRAKEFIELD ROAD, UPPER TOOTING. S.W .

C0LE0PTERA.
Offered for the first time, the magnificent Lucanus bronce - or; Cyclommatus
s peciosus; the very rare Batocera una, the largest and the most beautiful of the
Batocerre. Batocera armata, very rare.
BUTTERFLIES.
Continual consignment s of Butterflies from the Solomon I sland s.
The Pearls of the Ocean. Oruith. Victor. regis, true. Ornith. Urvill. salo monis. Papi!. Xenoph. hasterti (new), PapiJ. Laglaizei Toboroi (new). Papi!.
Bridgei, Woodfordi Salom., Polydorus, &c., &c.
Price to be agreed upon . All enquiri es to be addressed to-

Ant. Weyrick, Boulevard de Hollerick, Luxembourg, Grand Duchy.

3d. each. - Lis t gra ti s
CHAFERS,
App ly to RoBERT MEUSEL, Janospuszta

and post free .
bei Szokolya,

Hont-megye, Hungary.
PnrnE Lr sT OF HEMIPTERAsent post free, on application,
to RoBERT MEUSEL, J anospuszta bei Szokolya, Hont-me gye,
Hungi:try.

LANTERN

SLJDES IN NATURAL

LEPIDOPTERA

& LARY~

A SPECIALITY.

COLOURS.
Photos from Life.

ANIMALS
ANDBIRDSBY SAMECOLOUR
PROCESS.
THESE

SLIDES

CAN BE

MADE

FR OM ANY SPECIMEN

OR COLOURED

D RAWING .

The dazzling brilliancy of colouring of the Tropic al Bi rds and
Insects are reproduced in these Slides as pure as the more delicate
shade s which predominate
a.mong the British .
For Ust appLy to CHARLES D. HEAD, 1, Hollybrook Te1•race, Howth Road, Dublin.

J & W · DAVIS
•

•

-

-

MANUFACTURERS

Museum

'

Works,

DARTFO RD ,
OF

HIGH GRADEAPPARATUSFOR NATURALISTS.
New Illustrated
Catalogue
of Entomological
Apparatus ; also Lists, Artificial Eyes, Ta xiderm ists'
Requisites, Birds' Eggs, etc., now ready, either post
free, or Full Catalogue (all departm ent s) 2d. post free .

Bargains

for

B uyers

Iss ued monthly , fre e. See t his for list of clutche s

• of Birds' Eggs, Stuffed Birds, Museum Cases, etc.

·· The Macro- Lep idopt eri sts' Guide an d Ca len dar, 2s. 6d . ; st iff cl oth , 3s.
" L a rvre Collectors' Guide, 1s. Entomologists' " dat a " book s, 1s.
· .~ollectors in ev~ry_bran ch of .Natural History should see specimens of our" Data" Labe ls. Recent
add1tu;ms to our pnntm~ plant mclud e the SMALLEST type made, enabling us to print minut e la bels for
the Micros, &c. Th e pnc es range from 2s . 6d, per 1000, one to six sorts, different wordini?s.

NEW

APPARATUS

DIRECTPROJECTION
in Natural Colours of MICROSCOPICAL SLIDES,
LANTERN SLIDES, OPAQUE OBJECTS (such as
Book Illustrations, Photo Prints, Diagrams, Skin
Diseases, &c,), and SPECTRA; all combined in
one apparatus, or separately, as desired.
PROJECTION
MICROSCOPES.
ELECTRIC
LANTERNS.

NEW

APPARATUS

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY

OF TRANSPARENT AND OPAQUE OBJECTS
FROMLOWEST TO HIGHEST MAGNIFICATION.
Sl'ECI.lL

APP.JJIATU8

FOR

WIIOLE

INSECTS.

De~cripi(t'l' Catalogue.~ !fl'ath on req11cst.

E•

BARGAINS

LEITZ

Oxford House,
, 9, Oxford Street, London, \V.

IN BOOKS, all new.~

crnwloy's

Tree of Life, 12s.,

fnr Gs. Oil.; J>1·n.tt'1:3
\\'ild Flowers, 2 Yols, l:.!1s.,for Gs. i Cn.h·crt 1H1Ioorit-h RemniuR in Spnin, -12A,. for
15.s. ; ~chrrreu R Zoologicnl Society of Lonll.011, HOH,1 for IO~. 6U..; Job.J.rn' Flower.,; of the l'frld, colourctl
i l11tuti, 7s. H1l,; J·•anld's l"inger l'rints
<fuide to Fingt•r Print J,fontiHcntion, Os., for 2i.. Od. i Lnllllur's Acro:-<e
\\'itl1 f.:f ,\trien, !! yols., 4~s., fol' 151'1.; Thnrstou•~ C:lstcs nH1l '1'1ibc~ of H. Iutlill, nnme1·ouw plutci.;, 7 thi(•k
vols., ll.. l,nrr;tlin, ~·11-1.;Hn.wLles on the UiYierR, hy l·:. Striu;lmrg-or, colour~tl pht.tcw, ~ls. m·t, for HI"'. 011,;
11hyRiC't1l ll1;tniorfttiim
1 hy A. "·ott. S111ytl1, U--1.,for 8::;.; Bat.cH' :'\:1tnntlir..t on Ri\"l!r .\.mn:r.one, 18.ii., fur
Os. Gd.; l~volutit1u t•f Life, l•r u. v. Bnstirm, 7t3, lltl, Dt•t, for -t,::,; Nssnys olJ .\Iui,emus, Uy!--ii\\". n. FloWl·T,
l:.!s. net, fot· fl~.; \"rn10u Leo's Rtudics of lStL_C'1:11tury in lta.I.r, 2hz., f,_,r Htt.; Geo. Eliot.'n ""orkH, ~J vol11.,
Ci2s, (kl., for 8G8 ; Hodgcr'i,; Sherwood Fore.."-l, :.!ts., for Hii.; Folk:ml's ~niling liont, 3b, 6,l., for 7t-. (ill, i
f" '"'yolopedia l.hitanuica 1 65 ,·uls., a harga.in, .t7 lOi:::. Cl1lleetinu:-1 uf Yaluuble Books 11nrnLa1;e1l. H:~re uuU
oe• o! print !looks snl'l'lied.
!:Hate Wants. lJAK.ElC.-; OU.EAT BOUK~LJOPS, 14 tuid 16, .1,,hn Bright
fi . ll t Hirmirgltam.

REMEMBER!
The ORIGINAL and LARGESTBUTTERFLY FARM in the
BRITISH ISLES is HEAD'S.
(ESTABUSIIED

1884.)

AuImmense
StockofFertileOva,Living
Larvre
& Pupre,
& SetSpecimens
alwayson Sale.
l\\any

GOOD V AR.IETIES and HYBRIDS
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Apparatus and Cabinetsof the best quality supplied. Price List sent free,
Note the Address-

H. -W-. H EA D,
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On Treniopteryx putata, Newman ( Plecoptera), with Notes on other Species of the
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PRELIMINARY

NOTICE.

R. J.C. STEVENS

,,

M

will offer for Sale by Auction at bis
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London. W.O.,
on Tuesday, April 11th, the first portion of the COLLECTION of LEPIDOPTERA
formed by the late J. W. TUTT,
Esq., F.E.8.,
comprising the DREPANULID1"E,
DroRANULID1E,
NoTODONTID.iE,
PYG.iERIDJE,CnrATOPHORID.E,and the greater
part of the NocTuJE; also a Collection of the PAL,EARCTIC
EREBIAs, among which are a good series of L~(ebrei, Sc111io,
Zapateri, and Palarica, &c. Unique opportunity for Students
of the Nocture to acquire most of the local forms as mentioned
'British N octure,' vols. 1.-lv. Catalogues may be bad seven days prior.
REDUCED PRICES
TO CLEAR.

I

po no
1'.. ET

DON'T

SPECIAL
BARGAINS.

COLLECT

nearly all the species I sell, and now have
for sale fine Selene, Cassiope, Arion, Statices, Globularia,

N. Allmlalis, Caniola, 'l'. Fuli:a vars., Ca:spitis, Anceps, Ripce, P. Alpina
(real Grampians), a pair of L. Gueneei, Nebnlo.~a vars., Cordigcra,
JJielanopa, Carbonaria, Pulveraria, J>olymmnata, E. Satyrata, Derii:alis,
Albistrigalis, S. Alpin11lis, Decrepitalis, and many others, vars., &c.
Fine wild Pupro (none bred in) of Ocellatus, Jlendica, Gothicina (fine
vars.), dark Glauca, Genista, Lappouaria (fine), Pimpinelata, Obliquaria,

and others. Fine lot of Ova. ]?or Price Lists apply toTHOS. SALVAGE, THE PLAQUET, ARLINGTON,

JAMES

SUSSEX.

GARDNER,

MANUFACTURER of ALL KINDS of ENTOMOLOGICALAPPARATUS.

52, HIGH
29, OXFORD

STREET,

nearly

HOLBORN,

AND

opposite Tottenham

Court Road.

PRICED LISTS ON APPLICATION.

All Articles Guaranteed;
exohanged if not approved of. Friends and Custolllers
are requested to note the Addresses, as mistakes occur daily.

